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on ; ever and anon a rustle of the bed clothes,
Early R ising. There is a capital anec
or a slight clank of the manacled hands dote of the reign of Louis XVI. of France,
according to which some ladies got into their
sent a renewed chill to her heart.
heads, from some book they had been read
The clock struck five.
Still all without was silent. Suddenly, a ing, that it must be a glorious thing to seo
man’s whistle was heard in the court, and the sun rise. But as that took place in the
the driver of thè mail coach, lantern in hand, only hours in which they were uniformly in
crossed the yard towards the pavilion,
bed, what was to be done? After much
Would to God she would call to him, or in consideration, it being of course impossible
any way attract his attention ; but she dar for them to think of rising so early, they
ed not make the slightest sound. He looked resolved to have a party and sit up all night,
up at the window, against which he almost and ride out just before day to the top of a
brushed in passing; and the light he had neighboring hill, and witness the strange
flashed on Miss Stirling’s couching figure,— phenomenon. This was duly performed, the
have plenty of work, this whiter, and you j They parted; the door was locked out, ’Te r m s . ONEDOULA.lt A YEAR IN AD
He paused, looked again, and seemed about friends then all went to bed, astonished at
18*de >
kcJs taken out; and Miss StirlingVANCE ; one dollar fifty-ceuts at the end of see I was right.”
to speak, when she hastily made signs that the degree to which they had ruralised them
the year.
“As you always are, uncle,” a merry voice i°o> standing by the window, watched her
, T e r m s o f A d v e r t i s i n g . One square 16
he should be silent, but seek assistance at selves.
lines, one insertion 75 cents, 3 insertions exclaimed. “ We all say at Ilawtree that j friend across the narrow back path, which
the house, lie gave her a glance of intelli
In New York there ha3 been formed a
$1:00 ; 3 months $2.00 ; Gmonths $3:50 ; one uncle Atherton can never be wrong.”
j
^ en swept clear of snow to make a dry
year $6:00; 1-4 column $18:00 ; 1-2 column
gence and hastened away.
Young Men’s Early Rising Association, all
“Atherton! Ilawtree !” repeated Miss passage from the house to the pavillion. A
$30:00 ; one column $50:00
How long his absence seemed! Could he the members of which are pledged to be up
Stirling, in some amazemeut, and utteredruddy light streamed from the hall door as
JOB PRINTING executed with neatness,
have understood her? The occupant of at a certain hour. It originated with about
in that familliar voice, “Ellen, Ellen Mid it opened to admit its mistress ; and gave a
cheapness and despatch.________________
the bed was growing every instant more and half a dozen men, who, having kept up this
cheerful, friendly aspect to the scene; but
dleton, is it possible that you are here.
THE LONGEST NIGIIT OF A L IF E .
more restless ; he was rising from the bed ; habit for some years, were surprised at its
A joyful exclamination and a rush into wheu the door closed and shut out that warm,
he was gropping round the room. They beneficial effects at the success in life of their
her arms were the young girls reply to her comfortable light the darkned porch, the pale
BY CITARLES DICKENS.
would come too late, too late !
|moonlight shimmering on the shrouded trees,
associates.
question, as she cried.
But no ! steps in the courtyard—the key
It was one of those old fashioned winters
A little Watchful experience will render
“ Uncle Atherton, Aunt Mary, don’t you' and the stars twinkling in the frosty sky,
turning in the lock- -the door opens—then this not surprising to any thoughtful man.
in the days of the Georges when the snow know your old friend Miss Stirling.
j had such an aspect of solitude as to cast her
with a yell that rang in Ellen Stirling’s ear He who rises at five instead of seven, daily,
lay on the ground for weeks, when rail ways
Mrs. Atherton fixed her soft blue eyes on i a kind of chill that made her half repent
until her dying day, the creature rushed to adds perhaps ten years of the brightest hours
were unknown and the electric telegraph had the stranger, In whom she could at first |having consented to quit the house at all,
hot been dreamed of save by the speculating scarcely recognize the bright haired girl j and •(A herself be locked up in this lonely
A chill of horror froze Ellen Stirling’s her hiding place, dashed the slight- frame to to his life of active thought and exertion.—
Countes s of London. The mails had been ir whom she had not seen for eighteen or twen- place.
veins, as a flash of the expiring fire showed pieces, and finding himself baulked of his Life will be prolonged, health andhappiuess
Yet what had she to fear ? No harm could
regular for a month, and the letter bags ty years, but by and by she satisfied her
her thus clearly—far too clearly—and the proposed escape by the strength of the iron will be preserved. All other animals but
khich did not reach the Post Office had been self that ,though changed, she was Ellen Stir possibly happen to her from within the cham conviction seized upon her mind that she bar outside, turned, like a wild beast, on his man sleep through the dark hours and wake
brought thither with difficulty. The news ling still, with the same sunny smile and the her ; the door was safely locked outside, and was shut up with an escaped convict. An pursuers. She was the first on whom his with the light. The time of all the occupa
papers were devoid of all foreign intelligence same laughing eyes that had made every strong iron stancheens guarded the window ; inward invocation to heaven for aid rose glance fell. He clasped her throat ; his face tions of the day will be moved forward or
the metropolis knew nothing of the doings one love her in ther school days. Heartfelt there could be no possible danger. So throw from her heart, as with the whole force of was close to hers ; his glittering eyes were backward by the time of rising. Not the
of the provinces, and the provinces knew lit indeed, were the greetings which followed, ing her chair once more to the fire, and stir her intellect, she endeavored to survey the glaring at her in frenzy—when a blow from breakfast alone, but all the meals, and the
honrs of retiring will be governed by the
tle more of the affairs of the metropolis. But and cordial the welcome Mr. Atherton gave ring it up into a blaze she took up a little danger of her position, and to think of the behind felled him.
She awoke from a long swoon to and her habit. Such a man will drop to sleep in his
the columns of both were crowded with acci her old friend as she congratulated herself Bible that lay on the dressing table, and most persuasive words she could use to the
dents from the inclemency of the weather, on having dear Ellen under her own roof i read some small portions of the New Testa man into whose power she had so strangely self safe in Mrs Atherton’s dressing room, chair at nine o’clock. So much the better.—
with heart-rending accounts of starvation more especially as she owed this good for ment.
fallen. For the present-, however, she must aud to hear that no one was hurt but the Consider the effect on the young man. It is
IVhen she laid down the book, she took out
and destitution, with wonderful escapes of ad tune to Mr. Athertou’s exertions in rescuing
be still, very still, she must make no move poor maniac, and that he was again in the at the late hour that bad company becomes
the comb that fastened up her long, dark
venturous travellers and still more wonder her.
ment to betray herself; and perhaps he charge of his keepers, from whom he had es most dangerous. Byron abuses the moon as
the light beneath which a thousand times
ful escapes of male-coachman and guards
“It is the merest chance, too, that he is at silken tresses— in which, despite her five and might overlook her prescnco until daylight caped a few hours before.
“A few hours ! a life time, Mary ! But more wickedness is done than under the sun
Business was at a stand still, or was only home at present.” she said, “he ought to thirty years, not a silver thread was visible came, and with it possible help. The night
carried on by fits and starts ; families were have been in Scotland, but the state of the —and, as she arranged them for the night, must be far spent; she must wait and hope. Heaven be thanked, it is passed like a wild and he who at twenty is never out at ten,
dream.”
will find it has saved him a fortune, and
made uneasy by the frequent long silence of roads in this bleak country has kept him j ^er thoughts strayed back to the old world
She had not to wait long. The creature
It was not all past. Oac enduring effect earned for him a character before he is forty,
their absent members, and the poor were prisoner here for weeks.” “And others as memories, which her meeting with Mary
moved again—stood upright—staggered to
remained, ever after, to imprint on Ellen; of which he may well be proud.
suffering great misery from cold and famine. well,” Ellen 3Iiddleton added; “but both Atherton had revived. The sound of the
wards the bed. For one moment—one dread
clock
striking
two
was
the
first
thing
thatThe South road had been blocked up for children and grown people are only too
In married life this habit of being early
Stirling’s memory, and on the memories of
ful moment—she saw his face, his pale,
nearly a month, when a partial thaw al thankful to have so good an excuse for stay- recalled her to her present light. By this
all who knew her, the event of that long t-o bed is worth years of life and happiness.
pinched
feature»,
his
flashing
eyes,
his
black
most caused a public rejoicing ; coaches be ng at Belfield.” And then laughing, she time the candles were burned down aimosc
night. Such had been her suffering, anxiety Tho children are never wakeful till they
bristling hair, but, thank God! he did not
gan to run, letters to be dispatched and de asked Aunt Mary how she meant to dispose to the socket, and the fire was dying fast.—
and terror that in a few honrs her hai? have got through their first sleep. But af
see
fficr.
She
shrunk
behind
the
curtains;
livered, and weather-bound travellers to of Miss Stirling for the night, for the As she turned to fling a fresh log into the
ter that, if a man has got all his repose to
had turned as white as snow.
grate, her eyes fell upon the dressing glass, he advanced to the bed slowly, hesitatingly
have some hope of reaching their destina house was full already as it could hold.
get, it will so often bo broken as soon to
and the clanking sound of the broken chains
EXTRAVAGANT LIVING.
tion.
break him down. He will becomo nervous
“Oh, said her aunt, “we shall manage very and its reflection she saw, or at least she
fell on her ear. He laid his hands upon the
fancied she saw, the bed curtains move.
Among the first ladies who undertook the well, Belfield is very elastic.”
simply for the want of sleep—sleep that he
This is the fatal error among nearly all
She stood for a moment gazing at the mir curtains, and for a few moments fumbled to
journey from the west of Scotland to London
should have got from nine till midnight, un
She smiled as she spoke; but it struck
classes
iu
our
country,
and
to
it
may
be
find the opening. The moments were all in
at this time, was a certain Miss Sterlih, who Miss Stirling that the question was, never ror, expecting a repetition of the movement;
broken, but which he can not secure after.
all to Ellen Stirling. Despair sharpened traced a large portion of the so called mis
had for weeks past, desired to reach the me theless, a puzzling one, so she took the first but all was still, and she blamed herself for
Intellectually a man can do twice.the work
her senses; she found that the other side of fortunes that visit many families, and drive
tropolis. Her friends assured her that it opportunity of entreating her to take no allowing nervous fears to overcome her. Still
while his mind is calm and clear as it is
them down f.-orn compaaritive wealth to pov
was a foolhardy attempt, and told her of trouble on her account, a chair by the fire it was an exertion, even of her brave spirit, the bed was not set so close against the wall
early in the day, and as it is not and can
erty. Economy is meanuess in the eyes of
travellers who had been twice, nay, three was really all the accomodation she cared to approach the bed and withdraw the cur but that she could passed between. Into
not be later. The very self-denial and selfour young men and women, and spending
times snowed in upon their way to town, but for, as she wished to be in readiness to pur tains. She was rewarded by finding nothing the narrow space between she contrived to
command indicated and encouraged by this
everything
that
is
made,
is
regarded
as
gen
their advice and warning were of no avail ; sue her jburney as soon as the coach could save the bed-clothes folded neatly down, as slip noiselessly.
habit is not its least value. He who learns
Debt and trouble follow
She had barely accomplished the difficult teel aud liberal
if inviting her to press the snow-white sheets
Miss Starling’s business was urgent, it con proceed.
to govern himself in one matter will in oth
sooner
or
later,
as
inevitable
consequences
;
feat, and sheltered herself behind the cur
cerned others more than herself, and she was
ers.—[Philadelphia Ledger.
“We shall be able to do better for you than and a luxurious pile cf pillow that looked
for where any one is seen to be careless about
not one to be deterred by personal discom that, Ellen.” Mrs. Atherton answered cheer most tempting. She could not resist the tains, when the creature flung itself on the
fort or by physical difficulties from doing fully. “I cannot, it is true, promise you a mute invitation to rest her wearied limbs,— bed, and drawing the bed clothes around him, his own earnings, you must not expect to
Secret of the Sex. At a village called
uttered a sound more like the winnying of a to find him very careful of the earnings of “The Centre,” in the northern part of Ver
what she thought was right.
state room,” for every bed in the house is Allowing herself no time for further doubts
other people. Your spendthrift’s morality is
So, she kept to her purpose, and early in full; and I know you will not allow any or fears, she placed her candle on the man horse than the laugh of a human being.
mont, the boys and girls last moDth had a
For some little time, Miss Stirling stood not always of the noblest description.
February took her seat in the mail coach for one to be moved for your convenience, but I tle piece, and stepped into bed.
glorious dance and a gay time generally.—
It i3 sad to see the readiness with which
London, being the only passenger booked her have one chamber still at your service, which
A youth, not having the fear of the bottle
She was very tired, her eyes ached with in her narrow hiding place, trembling with
young
persons fall into the vice of society,
cold
and
terror,
fearful
lest
some
unguarded
self for the whole journey.
before his eyes, manged to get decidedly in
except in one respect, is comfortable enough. weariness, sleep seemed to fly from her. Old
movement should betray her, and bring and imitate the evil instead of the good.— the fog on this unwonted occasion, and slyly
The thaw had continued for some days ;“Haunted of course !” said Miss Stirling, recollections thronged on her memory,
down on her a fate she dared not contem Young men smoke and drink, and waste withdrew under the bed of the ladies’ dress
the roads, though heavy, were open; and gaily.
thoughts connected with the business she
their light earnings, thinking it manly to do
with the aid of extra horses here and there,
ing room to recruit. No sooner had he clos
had still to get through haunted her, and plate. She lifted up her heart in prayer for
“Good night.”
so, and even call their parents or friendly
courage,
and
when
her
composure
had
in
ed his, eyes, than a pair of blooming dam
the first half of the journey was performed
“Oh, no, no, no, it is not that! I had it difficulties that had not occurred to her till
advisess old fogyish, or behind the age. Yet
fitted up for my brother William when he now, arose up before her. She was restless some degree returned, it occurred' to her that
pretty easily though tediously.
sels came in from the hall, and began ad
if she could but reach the window, she might wo do not cease to wonder that in the better
The second day was more tiying than the used to be here more frequently than of late, and feverish ; and the vexation of feeling so,
justing their disordered ringlets. The ^irls
first; the wind blew keenly, and penetrated and it is often occupied by gentlemen when made her more wakeful. Perhaps if she from that position, possibly, attract the at way of life,.the orderly, temperate, prudent had tongues which ran in this wise : “What
every crevice of the coach : the partial thaw the house is full, but as it is detached from were to close the curtains between her and tention of some passer by, and be released way, their common senso does not lead a nice time we are having ! Have you heard
them. All around, if they will but open
had but slightly affected the wild moorland the house. I have of course, never asked the fire she might be better able to sleep— from her terrible durance.
anybody say anything about me, Jane?”
Very cautiously she attempted the peril their eyes, they may see wrecks of goodly
the flickering light disturbed her, and moon
they had to cross ; thick, heavy clouds were any lady to sleep there, till now.”
‘La, yes, Sally ! Jim Brown says he never
gathering round the red, rayless sun ; and
“Oh! if that be all, I am quite willing to beams stealing between the window curtains ous experiment; her bare feet moved noise vessels that swept out boldly on tho sea of saw you look so handsome as you do to-night
when on reaching the little roadside inn the become its first lady tenant,” said Miss cast ghostly shadows on the wall. So, she lessly across the floor, and a friendly ray of of life, and made shipwreck on the very Have you heard anything about me?” ‘About
snow began to fall fast, both the guard and Stirling, heartily. So the matter was set carefully shut out the light on that side, moonlight guided her safely towards the coast towards which they are unconsciously you! why, sartin; I heard Joe Flint tell
the coachman uyrged their solidary passenger tled, and orders were given to prepare the and turned again to sleep. Whether she had wndew. As she put cut her hands towards bending sail. Ah, if they would only be Sam Jones that yett was the prettiest dressed
t-oremain there for the night, instead of pavilion for the unexpected guest.
or had not quite lost consciousness she could the curtains, her heart gave a fresh bound warned in time!
girl in the room.” Whereupon the dear
The trite old adage, of spending some things chuckled, “fixed up” a little more,
tempting the discomforts and perhaps the
The evening passed pleasantly; music, not well remember, but she was soon thor of terror, for it came in contact with some
perils of the next stage. Miss Stirling hes dancing and ghost stories made the hours oughly aroused by feeling the bed heave un thing soft and warm. At length, however, thing less than is earned, as the sure way and were starting off glibly for fresh gossip,
itated a moment, but the little inn looked fly fast. It was long past ten—the usual der her. She started up, and awaited with she remembered that she had flung down to future wealth and competence,. is the one when our half-conscious friend raised him
by no means a pleasant place to be snowed hour of retiring at Belfield—when Miss Stir a beating heart a repetition of the movement, her fur cloak in that spot, and it was a mer- that all who hope for success in life must self upon his elbow, and quite intelligibly,
up in, so she resisted all their entreaties, and ling, under her hostess’ guidance took pos but it did not come. It must have been a i cy to find it now, when she was chilled to lay deeply to heart, and make the rule of ac- -hough slowly,inquired, “Ha’ you heard anytir.n.
P ii r p n fq preach
Tvronp.fi it
if. fcn
v n r fchildren.—
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to w
your
gathering her furs more closely around her session of her out-door chamber. It was return of the nervous fancies which had twice the bone. She wrapped it round her and tien.
oorry say anything about me girls t” “Phanshe nestled herself into a corner of the coach. really a pleasant apartment. The crimson assailed her already that night Laying reached the window without further adven- Begin with them at the beginning-; teach sy their pheelinks” at this juncture, Thev
Thus, for a time she lost all csnsciousness of hangings of the bed and windows looked . her head once more on the pillow, she de ture, or any alarm from the ocoupant of the them to reserve a small sqjn for their pocket fled with an explosive scream.
bed, whose heavy regular breathing, gave money, and lay it aside regularly ; but at
outward things in sleep.
warm and comfortable in the fire-light; and termined to control her groundless terrors,
A friend of ours has a young brother Sam
A sudden lurch awoke her and she soon when the candles on the mantle piece were
Again she started up ! This time there assurance that he wa3 now sound as- the same time give wise instructions as to
learned they had stuck fast in the snow lighted, and two easy chairs drawn close to could be no doubt; the bed had heaved more *c’cl1‘ ^ 1S ^vas some comfort, and she the use of money, so that the m'serly love by name, a quaint, original little fellow, but
drift, and that no effort of the tired horses the hearth, the long parted friends found it than once, accompanied by a strange gurg- greatly needed it. The lookout from the of money be not enkindled in their hearts.— chiefly renowned for mischief, and good hu
could extricate the coach from its unpleast impossible to resist the temptaticn of sitting j ling sound, as if of a creature in pain.— window was anything but inspiring. The j Teach them also self-denial, and especially mored and unintentional destructiveness.—
predicament. The guard mounting on one down terhave what in old days they used to Leaning on her elbow, she listened with that siars st^ shone peacefully on the sleeping seek to inspire them with a couregeous indé If anything is lost, marred or broken about
of the horses, set out in search of assistance, call a two-handed chat. There was much intensity of fear which desires, almost a cart^ *
moon
showed her pallid vis- pendance of the world’s opinion in all mai- the house, it is instantly laid t-o Sam—and

Uriitjjton ^eprter,

arm lifted Miss Stirling from the coach, and j in the morning ? William used to say that
supported her trembling steps to a sledge he found it rather an advantage as the un
close at hand; and almost before she knew j locking of the door was sure to wake him.”
IS PRINTED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING BY
where she was, she found herself in a large j Miss Stirling laughingly allowed, that
S. IL N O Y E S ,
hall, brilliantly lighted by a blazing wood , though generally, she could not quite think
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.
fire. Numbers of rosy, glowing, childish fa- it an advantage to be locked into her room;
B R I D G T O N , ME .
ces were gathered around her, numbers of still she had no objections to it on this par
bright, eager eyes were gazing curiously up ticular occasion, as she wished to rise in sea
CHARLES LAMSON, EDITOR.
on her, kindly hands were busied in remov sonable time.
Very well; then you had better not
1X7“ All letters must be addressed to the ing her wraps, and pleasant voices welcomed
Publisher. Communications intended for her and congratulated her on her escape.
fasten the bar at all, and I will send my
publication should be accompanied by the
“Ay, ay, Mary,” said her host, addressing maid with the key at eight precisely.—
hame of the author.
♦ his wife, “I told you that the sledge would j Good night.”

to her that the creature might be nothing
worse than the house dog, who having brok
en his chain, had sought shelter beneath the
bed iu her warm room. Even this notion
was disagreeable enough, but it was noth
ing to the vague terror which had hitherto
oppressed her. She persuaded herself that
if she lay quiet no harm would happen to
her, and the night would soon pass over.—
Thus reasoning she laid herself down again.
By-and-by the creature began to snore,
and it struck ner feverish fancy that the
snoring was not like that of a dog. After a
little time, she raised herself gently, and
with trembling hands, drew back an inch or
two of the curtain, and peered out, thinking
that auy certainty was better than such ter
rible suspense. She looked towards the fire
place, and there sure enough, the huge crea
ture lay—a brown hairy mass, but of what
shape it was impossible to divine, so fitful
was the light, aud strangely was it coiled
up on the hearth rug. By-and-by, it began
to stretch itself out, to open its eyes, which
shone in the flickering ray of fire, and to
raise its paws above its hoary head.
Good God 1 Those are not paws ! They
are human hands! And dangling from the
wrists hang fragrants of broken chains.

ters where right aud conscience are concern most unvaribly he is the culprit. Oae eve
while the coachman comforted Miss Stirling to tell of what had befallen both, of chequer much as it dreads, a recurrence of the sound a2e : not a
or sound presaged-dawn;
ning, a younger brother, a child not three
by telling her that, as nearly as he could ed scenes of joy and sorrow, deeply interest- that caused it. It came again, followed by aD^ a^e“ •ctE listening in vain for any sign ed.
It is only by precept and example, steadi- j years of age, caught sight of the moon. It
oalculate, they were only a mile or two from to those two whose youth- had been passed a loud rattling noise, as if some heavy body
outer world, she heard the
ly persevered in, that we can hope to save happenel he never sec that orb except when
the •squire’s.’ and that if the guard could 1together ; there were mutual recollections ‘ were dragged from’under bed in the direc- siab'e dock strike four.
Only four !
our children from falling into the great ev-' quite full, and now in indignation and alarm
find his way to the squire’s the squire was of school days to be talked over, ir.t tibn of the fire. What could it be? She
She feltraSlf it were impossible to surthat mar the comfort and retard the he called out—
«rtain to come to the rescue with his'sledge. f tual friends and fujure plans to be longed to call out for help, bat her tentrue
‘Mamma, mammy, leek here! Sam has
1?was not the first time that squire had got discussed ; and midnight rung out from the clove to the roof of her mouth, and the pul- vive even another hour of terror such as she healthy progress of society.— [Arthur’s Home
tie mail bags out of the snow wreath by stable clock before Mrs. Atherton said good ses in her temple throbbed until she felt as had just passed through. Was there no Magazine.
Igone and broke a great piece out of the
inoon !’
night. She had already crossed the thresh if their painful beating sounded in the si- hope ? None.
flat means.
The coachman’s expectations were fulfil old to go, when she turned back and said :
lence of the night like the loud tick of a
She tried to support herself against the
“A vtiin man's motto is, win gold andj It is ¿ f t tUt ^h ack e mav aiwav3 ^
led. Within an hour, the distant tinkling
“I forgot to tell you, Ellen, that the in cldckl
window frame, hut her first touch caused it wear it; a generous man’s, win gold and can}d by bol(ling in th(J hand a certain root
sledge bells were heard and lights were side bar of this door is not very secure, and
The unseen thing dragged itself along un- to shake and creak in a manner that seem- share it ; a miser’s, win gold and spare it: i _ that 0f the tooth,
ssa gleaming afar; they advanced nearer; that the key only turns outside. Are you til it reached the hearth rug, where it flung ed to her startling loud ; she fancied that a profligate’s, win gold and spend it; a bro-l
____________ ___________
adsoon a hearty voice was heard hailing ; inclined to trust the bar alone, or will you, itself down withviolence. As it did so she thecreature moved uneasily onitsbed at
ker’s, win gold and lend it; a fool’s, win
“M uch remains
unsung,” as the toin-ca
4em. A party of men with lanterns and ag William used to do, have the door locked heard theclank of a chain. Her breath came, the sound. Drops of agony fellfrom her |goid and end it . a wise man’s, win gold and! remarked to the brick bat, when il abruptly
kwels, came to their assistance.- A-stroug'outside, and let the servant bring the key 1less painfully a3 she heard it, for it occurred brow as minute after minute wore heavily'
¡^>
cut shoyt bis serenade.

P oland M urder . AYlUiam Edwards
Joshua Edwards, arrested for the alleged
murder of Mary Jane Verrill, in May, iq /
Dear reader, were you ever in a haunted had their examination in New Gloucester"
•;'last .week before Thomas JMinion and
house ?
wall Gross, Esqs. .ft lasted four days,
Do not start and stiudder, and look behind ing which a large amount of testimony W
you expecting to soe some nondescript ani introduced for the purpose of showing tit
FRIDAY MORNING, SEPT. 30, 1800.
mal with bo nne pedal excresences, long rear guilt of the prisoners.
The circumstances relied upon manuj\r‘
appendage oscillating in tho air, and long,
F all F ashions. In looking over #£n ac
convict the accused, were so disconnect«!
sharp talons unsheathed, all ready to make and uncertain , aud the confessien mndeW
count of tho autumal fashions, we find our
self a piece of faded, post niortum gentility.
the fatal leap aud clutch at your shoulders : ono of the respondents while under the jo.
In the matter of toggery we are nowhere !—
or send your dilating eyes on arctic expedi fiuence of fright and fear, were so Incensit
ent and improbable, that nothing jj]^ j
Last fall we got a new coat and hat, both in
tions into dark corners of the room, where case of conviction of murder was made oui
the tip of fashion, which we thought would
you are morally certain they will bfi frozen against either. The State proved thegiri
keep us somewhere in the vicinity of the
by the horrors they will encounter, or cower missing since May, 1819, but failed to sLij«mode at least two years; but alas! be
and cring while you peer behind the door, she was dead, much less mm-dcred.
In order to quiet the public mind, Trbiclr
fore the expiration of even one year, we look
expecting to see nothing less frightful than at first was most intensely excited again«
ioito a mirror that reflects our entire longitude
a gaunt, grinning ghost, clad in the habili the prisoner, more than to meet anythin,
proved against them, among other things
and find* ourself as far from the style as
ments of the grave.
though we were an antediluvian!
AAere
By a “haunted house,” I do not mean one they introduced proof to show that the gir|
alleged to have been murdered, wrote a hdwo to go-to Portland in our present better,
where treason has beeu hatched, or murder ter to an acquaintance in Poland, in Sept.
rtost habiliments, the boys in the streets
perpetrated : or where hearts have been won, 18-18, aud that she was seen alive and veil
would be quite likely to ask us, “B hen did
only to be broken by cruelty or neglect ; or in Boston, in 1851, by a gentleman
was acquainted with her prior to her disap
where false oaths have been sworn and or
ye come deown.”
pearance, and knew her well. The respoaThe sentimentalists say that “change is
phans robbed of their birth-right : or where dents were discharged.— [Oxford Democrat
written upon all things.” It is upon the
crimes have been so secretly and cunningly
fashions, at all events, and much to the in
plotted and so adroitly executed as to tiatflo The noted pugilist, “Australian” Kelly and
convenience of us would-be fashionable folks,
Spiritual Politicians . AA’riters iff the
W an ts an O ffice. Dr. True of the Bethel investigation and escape detection, but of so Ed Priee, are training activoly for their ap
with whom another sort of change is- quite Spiritual Age are discussing tbo propriety
Courier, after giving the result of the elec henious a nature as to avenge themselves by proaching fight. The event is to take plan
an infrequent affair. There is no remedy and expediency of extending the Spiritual
tion in a few tovtnS about him, says : “This punishment more terrible than human laws in Canada early In October. Both the cotbatants of powerful men, and are said to ^
movement into politics. AA’e protest against
is the first time we ever wrote a sentence on could inflict, and finally to drive the poor in "excellent condition,”
left us but to turn quakers 1
Kelly is we|
We are now speaking of the rougher sex. doing so, unless the brethren can prevail on
political matters. AVe ought to receive crfat culprit to the cowardly resort of suicide : or known in New York; but Price is a Bostet
To ladies, to whom fashion is one of the prime either old Solon, Lycurgus, or General Jackwhere long lives of vice and immorality have man, and is in training at Spy Pond. Tl»
office ft>r it.”
“hardened state of this individual’s muscle
P hrenological A lmanac for 1850. The
conditions of life, frequent changes of the son, to stand for the presidency*. Wo will
Ain’t you rather expectant and* exacting ended in deaths so awful, that the spirit, ev is dwelt upon in an ecstatic strain in IV
best,
the
most
interesting
and
useful
of
all1
mode offer very little inconvenience. In the not, in the capacity of a spiritualist, vote for
for a mere political neophyte ? You had en when freed from the fetters of flesh, could tor’s Spirit of this week. The following a*
first place, they are themselves very change any crude mundane candidate. AVe very the Almanacs issued in this country, is the better wait till you “serve your country” a find no rest, but wandered, and wandered among the interesting particulars given
“His flesh is as hard as iron, his muscles
able and inconstant creatures. Therefore much doubt about the practicability of bring Phrenological Almanac. It does, in itself, em little longer before you call for “pap.”
about the scenes of their last earthly* sin and
arc steel, his skin firm, rosy light, yet sod
mutability in the stylo of their vesture is ing down the new Jerusalem from God out body a pretty full outline view of the bcautisuffering, returning at stated intervals, like as a woman’s. He has had to take no med
a matter perfectly normal and be-./d-ting.— of Heaven, by any political attraction.— fu 1 doctrines of Phrenology. It has some
fr-ri' The editor of thè ¿atti Times is in comets, to bring terror and dismany in their icine at all, one may say, his only dose 1*.
That all things in their economy may cor Spiritualism is, we should hope, a little very striking likenesses of prominent men, formed that it is perfectly proper to say fiery train, or like persons bewildered in a ing one emetic as a sort of preliminary tothe
with a succinct analysis of theifi mental, “eating apples,” inasmuch as apples must forest, goiDg and going in a charmed cir commencement of actual work. His weight
respond, they were created sewing-machines, abort? the political plane. Its
moral and social characters. In the Alma- e a t, as well as anything else, in order to grow. cle, but ever returning to tbe place from when he began was 190 pounds. He has »
and have little need of foreign needles to
“ High omens ask diviner guess”
duced that to less than 160Ilis fightii^
keep them in the train of the 'fickle goddess.’ than politicians, under whatever sanctified 1ac for 1860 we have the phenologies 1 char Now everything that has a principle of whence they started.
weight will be about loo. Price will lean
To a vast majority of the fair sex, the fash circumstances to them attainable, can give. acter of AViiliam II. Prescott, Miss Ada Cliff- growth, must in its peculiar way, eat and as
AVhether any or all these events have hap for Buffalo, in a day or two, where he will
ion-plates arc the chef-d’ oeuvres of the “fine Spiritualists should render unto Cmsar the ton, Major E. AV. Serrell, G. G. Briggs, Dr. similate something to itself. Y'ou must be a pened in a human habitation, they are by rest on his road to Canada for about a fort
night. It has been arranged to select a rearts.” We do not bewail the continual things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the G. R. AA’indship, the strongest man in this little “skientific” before being very critical, no means necessary to constitute a haunted ference in Buffalo ten days before the battle,
change of fashion on their account, but on things that are God’s; if they would succeed country, who can lift a dead weight of 929 master Jolili'!
house. If you are gifted with “second sight” so as to avoid difficulty in the ring.”— ['New
buryport Herald.
pounds with his hands without the aid of
account of our own helpless sex.
(I mean literally, not superetitiously,) you
in purifying themselves and the world in
straps, and who is only 5 feet 7 inches in
But let us notice some of the present fall general.
A bout to L eave . Our good and accomo can discern tliingsjthat were but are not. But
height, and 113 lbs in weight; Z. It. Pang- dating friend, J ames L. B rown , who has for
How* to test egos. A correspondent of
fashions. We will begin with the lady
to enjoy,— yes, that is the word,—to enjoy a
the Springfield Republican says:—
born, one of the editors of the Boston Atlas, some time past driven the Saco Stage into
styles. We copy from the last Home Jouihaunted house, you must yourJfclf have par
T hieves A bout ! A lady from Bath, sis
“There is no difficulty whatever in testing
nal, which is reliable in such matteis. Of ter to Mr. Lucas, who is on a visit to her and of Robert Burns the poet, with good this village, is about to take leave of the ticipated in the joys and sorrows of its form eggs ; they are mostly examined by a can
likenesses
of
each.
A
A
’ith
these
and
other
the new style of bonnets it says:—
whip, and retire to “private life.” AVe are er occupants. You must have seen it life’s, dle. Another way to tell good eggs, is t«
brother’s house in Frogville, had a rich silk
“Bonnots are still backward in coming dress which cost some thirty dollars, and a decided attractions, the Phrenological Alma sorry to part with Jim, but hope the change Eden to them and heard lullybies chanted put them in a pail of water, and if they are
good they will lay on their siiies, always;—
forward over the foreheads yet they have
nac should and must command a very wide will contribute additional good to him. Mr.
and loving nonsence prated to unconcious in if bad, they will stand on their small end,
advanced apace; or, if not a1 pace, at least gold chain and locket valued at thirty-five sale.
0. II. Foss is to take his place. Mr. F. has, fancy, the quiet indoor plays of incipient the large end always uppermost, unless they
dollars, stolen from her one night last Week.
an inch, since last reported.”
we learn, driven upon this route before.
The
lock
of
her
tiunk
was
picked
and
the
housewives and ruder outdoor sports of in have been shaken considerably, when they
Ladies hereabouts will take notice and
Too H onest. Not long since we borrowed
will stand either eud up- Therefore, a bad
cipient men of business.
egg can be told by the way it rests ontie
act accordingly. We saw a new bonnet the articles abstracted by the thief. The person an umbrella, and, in oir unsophisticated
G odey L a d y ’s B ook for October. Godey
You must have sympathised with parents water— always end up never on its side.—
other day, which the maker and proprietor suspected to have stolen the articles has left honesty, promptly returned it. And what
and
children in the ups and downs of life, Any egg that lies flat is good to eat, ami
the
faithful,
the
interesting,
the
indispensa
said was in the mode, that scarcely covered town, and is probably in Portland.
did we get for it ? AYhy, the lady of whom
can be depended upon. An ordinary mole
Mr.
Gee
of
the
Bridgton
House,
Messrs.
giving
smiles for their prosperity and tears
ble,
the
well
illustrated
and
illustrious,
the bump of consciousness, so exceeding shal
is to take them into a room moderately dart
we had it, in writing to us about sCdW'other
low was i t ! It was no deeper than a hen Fogg and Adams, boarders there, have each matters, holds the following language in re the readable, the fashionable, the well-be*- for their adversity :— seen youth and beauty and hold them between the eye and the can
loved of all the ladies, is on hand, a most departing from the one, to be reproduced in dle or lamp. If the egg be good—that the
clam-shell. But let us go on with the new lost a pair of calf-skin boots within a short lation to the returned article.
albumen is still unaffected—a light will
style of bonnets: We are not accountable time. Probably any attempt to recover the
“I am sorry to find you so ignorant of the trim and excellent number it is. There is a the other, who, growing up to tho estate of shine through a redish glow ; while if affect
stolen
articles
will
prove
bootless
!
man
and
womanhood,
gO
out
from
the
quiet
deal
of
labor
and
pains
embodied
in
this
ways
and
usages
of
the
world
as
to
return
a
for the fashionable terminology. The la
ed, it will be opaque or dark.”
borrowed umbrella.”
home of youth, some to roam through foreign
magazine from mouth to month.
dies much ascertain its meaning for themAVe assure our triend that the hint shall
lands to earth’s remotest ends, others to that
AVest Oxford F air . The AVost Oxford
S uicide in B uckfikld. AVe leniwffiaJtAk.
solves:—
Death of T oof. T. Grover. AV,- Icain more quiet and abiding home which “is the Benjamin Creasey, of Buckfield, oouaiuei
Agricultural Society, will hold its antidal not be lost upon us. Had we been wise An
“The evasee flare at the cheeks and com
suicide, ou Saturday, by taking strychnia*.
pression over the forehead, a la Marie Stuai t, Fair at Fryeburg, on AA’cdnesday, Thursday our day and generation, wc should now have \from the Bethel Courier that Trof. T. Grover, end of earth.”
Professor of Modern Languages and Rheto
Then, go you, dear reader, and wandering Mr. C, has been subject to fits for ajt*
still maintain®; and this is an evidence of and Friday, October 5, 6 and 7. If nothing a good stock of umbrellas on hand. As
past, and has been in the habit of taking
the good taste of the modistes; for there was happens to prevent, we shall attend, and is, wc haven’t ono to lay our hands upon.
ric in Delaware College, and a native of through the deserted apartmehts of that strychnine, in small doses, frequently. Ha
n -ver a stylo so becoming to an American
Bethel, died at Stockholm, Sweden, on the dwelling, you will sec, even in blank vacui quantity used on Saturday is stated t
give some account of its proceedings. AVe
o
h
a
n
face.”
•
jjcfiu- Bro. Lamson of the Reporter'has cut Ith of June last, aged 37 years. lie was an ty, the dear familiar forms that never change been sufficient to kill five men. Mr. Creaa
trust the weather will be propitious.
But we can’t stop long With the bonnets- us out completely. AVe intended before this
The annual Fair of the Bethel Farmer’s to have taken a ride down the Cumberland excellent scholar, a man of good abilities and beautiful faces that never fade. Daguer- ey was about 56 years of agc.-[Oxfonl ton
they are too far behind the times for us, but
oernt.
reotyped on tablets of the heart they hang
Club will be holdcn on AVednesday, Oct. 12th. and Oxford Canal, but Bro. L. has get ahead, and of amiable disposition.
will hasten to the cloaks. The Journal says .
in memory’s picture gallery and time can
So says the Courier. AVe shall have no fair and used up the whole English language in
Lnoalls Plantation. It will be seenbj
‘•Black is the favorite color ; and they are
p i s - The editor of the Gospel Banner has not efface them. Sit you down in that silent the election returns that No-4. Rangel,
in this town, the present year, but fair la his description. So there is no room for
either velvet, trimmed with velvet and pasus.— [Bethel Courier.
had a long “tramp in the woods” of North dwelling room where so many social gather formerly- a part of what was called Linools
semterie, or of silk trimmed with velvet and dies. Of them» we have a large number.
Not quite so extravagant as that, Doctor !
ern Maine, aud is giving in his paper a very ings have transpired, and even in hollow au Plantation, have organized for election pur
passementerie. Jet trimmings and the bugles
pose, under the naiuo of Ingalls. Tbe nuns
AVe were copious with the “King’s English,”
mixed with chenille, are Bupcnded by heavy
interesting account of the same. Such fresh tumn winds you will recognize loved voices we are told, is taken from a New Ilaiupsbin
AVe received last week two or three
but not prodigal. Besides, if wc had used up
silk braids and heavy gimps Tho printed
and
vital
articles
are
much
more
healthy
of the “long ago.”
communications from Boston, but being una'
gentleman, who is a large owner iu thcplttdelaines and cachemeres in small figures are
the entire language, could you not “distri
tation.— [Oxford democrat.
than those upon musty theology. Mr. llan
quite the demand for chez-soi. Cloaks are ble to decipher many of the.words, we omit
bute” and use it over again ?
AA’c fear you
rathe» long and full, in the sack form or inserting, not wishing to mar them. AVe
son is a man of fine literary taste, and has a
AnvERTismo. The benefits daily reaped
oval circular, with either double hood and arc not good on hen-tracks and other hiero have not become accustomed to the usages of good relish for the grand old woods.
Eloped with an Indian. A young lady«
by all good citizens who habitually adver
tasesls, or a cape extending to the shoulders,
a printing establishment yet. If you would
Dorchester, Mass., of most respectable)
tise their wares and their wants in the nections, who was courted by a Boston
and trimmed round the edge, to represent a glyphics made on paper, and wo are obliged like to go down the "raging canawl,” Doctor,
ft}? - Tbe editor of the Bridgtod Reporter newspapers, have been celebrated in so chant, eloped with an Indian ou l ’hur
to consign them to tho “Balaam,” there to
round berlhe— a very pretty style.”
wc will bespeak yon a berth on board of some considers himself of “advanced age” because many volumus. and set forth in so much
last Nothing was heard of their wher
Of shawls it is remarked that “the pink and “sleep the sleep that knows no waking.”—
he is nearly “forty-eight !” Despite his ad particular metre, that the solemn oonvictiun bouts until Saturday, when if wasascert
of our many boats.
white knitted woolen shawls and fichus—the We regret to do so in this instance, as we
is
at
length
beaten
into
the
world’s
skull,
vanccd age he says he feels “coltish yet.”—
ed that the parties were in Warren, Mi
A*cry singular, friend Reporter, since a colt viz: that no man’s hopes or wishes, in re where the redskin had two brothers
should like to have Bro. Davis “propel”
first for shopping, and the latter for wear
A N eighbor AVorth having . Our friend
gard
to
any*
of
his
sublunary
concerns,
can
is tho child of a horse; not of that other
through our columns.
arc quite in demand.”
S. A. G ammon left us the other day a bas quadruped which is sure to brag every time Oe speedily and successfully accomplished,
Ericsson's caloric engine is to be exUbiied
unless he advertises.
To say nothing of
“The hair-cloth skirt, or crinoline, is as
ket of excellent sweet apples, a parcel of it attempts to say neigh ! — [Hath Times.
S aturday R eporter. This paper hails
at the National Fair, aud it is said willokfashiouable as ever. Among the novelties
sweet corn, aiid a thumping great hen’s egg.
The editor of the Times must have been the numerous fortune-holders, who would
still remain scavengers and hod-men, had monstratc to the farmers of Illinois thatit
recently introduced in ladies’ apparel, is-a from Boston, aud is under the control of Tlie had in his wagon a capacious squash under the influence of the night marc when they not resorted to this medium of commu can plow, sow, reap, thrash and go toairnew article of suspenders. They bear re
4>avk. (Propeller) & Co. It is as full of spicy j wMch he ^
we5ghed forty lbg. We cast he perpetrated the above !
nication with the “rest of mankind”— how ket with as much safety as the most pit
semblance to those worn by gentlemen, ex
many interesting treasures, they were con team of horses, and at an expense if
cept that they are made of delicate, white matter as an egg is full of meat. It is rath- longing cye3 at that> but diJu,t wish tQ ,,ride
elastic fabric,’ with frilled edge about one inch er “plain-spoken” withal; and calls some of
sidered irretrievably lost, havo been rccover- cent per hour (for fuel aud oil) for each po
The man who pledges us “a dozen
a free horse to death.” The egg measures
wide, aud are attached to the skirt by but the naughty ones, in high places, severely
ad through this simple but powerful agency ! er employed.
new
subscribers”
if
we
will
advocate
a
mea
8 inches round the ends, and six round the
tons in like manner.”
Even our own humble sheet can bare- testi
to judgment. AYo like the Reporter much, middle. ’Tis a nice biddy that lay® such sure of special interest to him, is respect
mony to the utility of this now established
fully informed that we can do better. We
It is all very well for the ladies to adopt and extend to all concerned in it the right
AVhat makes the gentleman. It
eggs. AVe received sometime since one near can’t wear-a harness* It would chafe and usage. AVitkin a few weeks four articles of four things to make a thorough gentIfmu
gentlemen's suspenders, if they don’t include and left hand of fellowshiji.
great value, thought to have disappeared
ly as large from Dr. L. M. Burnham, but cost us too much for court plaster.— [Bath
You must be a gentleman in your priucip
forever, have been by means of advertising
the breeches !
a gentleman in your taste, a gentleman
forgot to mention the fact till now. AVe like Times.
iu
T
ub
.
R
egister
^
restored
to
their
gratified
The Journal thinks there has been an im
B lackwood for S eptember is on our table,
The way to have the “court plaster” ccrtic owners in the"oourse°of forty-eight* ho‘ureaf-1your P0™011’ “ d *
in { mt
to record such eggs-amples of geuerosity as
provement in the style of gentleman’s ap and fully sustains its old character for abil
cheap, is to plaster the Court at AVashington. ter the anouncement of their respective loa- " 5
*[0 maT " hod<* * no‘ co* ^ 1(> J
these.
parel. We think so; too, and arc only sorry ity, raciness, critical acumen, and powerful
ses! Vetily advertising is an institution- b ualltiea caa be justly termed a pntlemu
You have been too negligent of that fact!
and, like the Union, “it must be preserved !”
-"
--------- • ------------- - jj
that we cannot, conform immediately to the story-telling. The present number has a j _^j@-AVe would call the attention of our
— [Mattapan Register.
| A little moonshine. A learned loti,it
new change. The present fashion makes it great variety of articles, all which bear the readers to Billing’s advertisement of his new
j- Ladies’ Home Magazine for October
_
___
cently speaking on the salary attnch«l»‘
“requisite that the coat should be cut with a stamp of the most vigorous writing, and advan- and splendid Kerosene Lamps. In the matis before us. It is a choice periodical, and
SELLina a W ife . Nothing in the United ru™ °™ a appointment. to a new J n M
lower collar than heretofore : this has a sin ced intelligence. AAe repeat, it is by far the ter of convenience and cheerfulness, these
one to which we are indebted for many good States can compare with a disgraccful ex- 8ai;.1U ,was a m*?nshmegularly graceful effect upon tho figure. The most attractive magazine in the world for
lamps take precedence of all others now in things. It has the fashion-plates, and a kibition recently made at Dudley, England, !n h,s
^ rcartlc ^
and which was witnessed bv hundreds of
; but 1 have a strong notion that m*
shape of the arms, too, is altered—bring a a cultivated reader. Reprinted by L.. Scott
use. Besides giving a good and soft light, good engraving besides in every number.—
yo would like to *
people. It was the shocking spectacle of a 1sbmothough
be, you
diminished form of tho ancient sigot or leg & Co., No. 51 Gold Street, N. Y.
they are very pretty ornaments for the ta It is “a love of a magazine.”
the first quarter of it.’,
man
named
l’ousotte,
offering
the
wife,
to
o’ mutton-sleeve, large and full at the-'-arm
ble. lie has a great variety cf patterns-,,
whom he had been married but three weeks,
hole, and tapering gradually towards the
G reat E astern has been partially blown which are sold at corresponding prices.—
A fashionable visitor thus adiresti*
Miss-M., a young heiress of considerable for sale, because he had found her to be
wrist,”
up, and six men killed. The disaster was Purchasers will also-find all other kinds of personal attraction, chanced to be seated at neither “worse nor better.” He first caused little g irl:—
"How do you do, my little dear ?”
Wo are really glad of this,, for- wo have occasioned by the explosion of a feed pipe.—• fresh and attractive goods at the store of our a dinner party next a young man remarka a minor to be spread that ho should sell her
“ A/ery well, l thank you,” she replied.
ble for the brilliancy of his wit, who had on a certain uight, aud accordingly he took
found these wide and loose coat sleeves a !^The grand Saloon, aild lower deck cabin cuterprising neighbor,
The visitor then added: “Now, my A#1
long made one in the train of her admirers. her, with a halter rouud her neck, about
great inconvenience, especially at the festal j were tern in pieces, and doing great damage
you must ask how I do.”
The conversation turned on the uncertainty three quarters of a mile, opposite the brew
The child honestly replied ; “I don’t ww*
board. On such occasions we devote ourself rto the internal fittings of the boat. A surA S u nny Philosoph hr. One of our law- of life. “ I intend to insure mine,’, said the ery in Dudley where, amid a vast number of
know.”
cntirely to the business iu baud, and have vey of the vessel has been made, and dam- yers recently sent a dunning letter to a “de- young lady, archly, <qn the Hope” (insur- people, the disgraceful sight of offering her
for sale was to be scon.
|
no time to look after the super-abundance o f. ages are to he repaired forthwith.. Her do- linquent” iu a neighboring town, who ini- lince company). “In the hope of what 7” —
The first bid was 1 1-2, and ultimately
Bud.her admirer. -‘A singlelife is not worth
T he truth . Shelton in one of hisscrffl(|1
broad cloth that is dangling about our dex-1 lay iu coming to Portland, it is thought, will mediately responded,- saying, to the lawyer
insuring- 1 propose that we insure our reached 6d. Her husband, in his ignorance, says :— “ An upright is always easier thani
ter wrist, and which becomes altogether too not be long.
that the dun had been received, and that he Ilives together, and if you. have no objection, thinks this repeated three times-she has actu stooping jHist ure, liccausc it is moro natorw.
ally no claim upon him.
He was seen in and one part is better supported than
familiar with our victuals and drink. Our
j was glad to hear from him l — that he would I should prefer the Al liance.”
the street the following day, and was fellow- j er 80‘ u 'is'b eW V o be' an honest n M
right coat sleeve has an aspect not greatly
^
AVe have no disposition to find fault 800n pay up, and wished that no further!
— ------------------------------- -To S portsmen ! A gentleman travelling ed, to his great aggravation, for a considera-, a knavc. lt is a iao morc graocful.»
unlike urchins’ jacket-sleeves, when, years with any of onr public functionaries, but cost should bo mado. Who cvcr heard bcforc
ble distance, people hooting, “ Who sold his
a
few
months ago in Florida, saw upon a
wife ?”
ago, they were a substitute for pocket hand must be permitted to say that the multitude 0f a man being glad to receive a dun from a
door at a place called Zero, the following
IIaitck. AVe once beard an Ungiti™*
of little rocks that skirt a portion of our jaw
kerchiefs.
ivyer ? Profoundly planted must be the notice:—
gave his ostler orders as follows
main
thoroughfare
through
this
village
havo
Bat there —what business has a “grave
“ April 9 1850—fellerCitersans Notis they
peace of that man
Tho Duko of Argylo thinks highly of Mrs, take tho ’avnoss lioff tho ’orse, «l'P j*
Will Bo A Shooting Mach hur at zero the II. B* Sto-wo—thinks she can’t be spoiled ;— ’alter hovor ’is
hand give 'im some V
and reverend senior,” like ourself to bo writ a slovenly look. They should be carted
T iir Caravan is C oming ! Tho Great East forth Saturday in April— Artikills Will Bo but tlie Duke docs not approve of a woman hand boats.”
ing about the “vain shows” of this vain and away as soon as convenient.
Put up Chcipe out on the Stor to Be- shot appearing ou a platform in public, unless
ern Menagerie is to be here, this (Friday) for the cash Cum forard on that day and
wicked world! AA’e will throw down onr
she is going to he hanged, when, ho says “it
Quoen Victoria is said to have Gw
JidUri
A
V
e
meant
no
disrespect,
doctor,
in
afternoon
and
evening.
For
particulars,
see
pen at once, and give no more thought to
foeh your guns & plenty of amtunshuu
is unavoidable.”
“afflicted” in her rcoent sea voyage than
yours Respcxtfully.”
naming your excellent poem a “bantling.” advertisement. AVe shall of course all go
this matter.
has usually been, “Afflicted” in hercw1
CounTsmrs are the sweet and dreamy touches the head.
Is there anything disparaging in tho epi- to see tho Elephant, if it is to bo there ; if
“You have only yourself to please,” said thresholds of unseen Edens, whore half the
AVe have grown very critical on poetry of tliet ? If so we wouM recall it,* as wc do not, to sec what there is interesting to sec.
a married friend to an old bachelor. “ Yes,” world lias paused iu coqples, talked in whis
To resort to intoxication for *lm efll
late.— [Bethel Courier.
not wish to have cur canal account disturb- The price of admission is 25 cents—Child* he replied, “but-you dout know how difficult pers under the moonlight, and passed on,
ones mind, is to cure melancholy Iff wli
Siuce you wrote the steamboat ride— Eh ? cd iu the least.
reu half price. It will be a good-show.
' that is.”
and never returned.
uc?s.

jgqg- A correspondent in Boston writes
of matters in that city last week as follows :
“What a storm we are having ! and poor
Daniel [meaning thé Statue of Daniel Web
ster] is out in it all sans hat—sans umbrella
— and sans audience. Edward Everett’s or
ation was “Some.” Music Hall was cramed.
We have Florence here, nigger minstrels,
etc. Geo. W. Caleff, has left, like a fool, the
Stage to lecture Young men upon Temper
ance. I guess ho will be glad to get back
again, although ho is getting to be very pop
ular here. Popularity nor applause will
pay. a man’s bills. [No, indeed, unless they
come in the shape of “ dosh.”] He spoke
spiritedly at the convention, in Tremont
Temple. Hon. Henry Wilson presided.—
Holmes said none but the empty heads drank.
Mr. AVilson laughed at such an assertion,
and proved that the wittiest men in Wash
ington were fast falling. Caleff is going, so
say the dailies, down that way. Y ankee .
Shall be glad to see and hear him, in any
capacity he may choose to appear before us,
if he’s but a “smart fellow.”

In reading the newspapers
one would suppose that this entire world
was about to “bust up.” According to these
oracles of agitation, we are ever on the eve
of “a crisis !” Now, that none of our read
ers may be alarmed, we certify that we do
not, “during our long and eventful life,” re
collect the time when, in the estimation of
many, this great “crisis/ ’ or change, was not
at hand. But some how or other, the world
jogs on at about the same old moderate pace.
The great flustcration, so apparent to the
agitatators, is only in their own breasts.—
Great Nature is never in ft hurry. Profound
peace and harmonious quiet arc tho rules
by which she is governed. This is true, too,
with reference to the great heart of human
ity. Humanity is far enough from being
right, but it is slowly, but surely, moving
on to the glorious goal. Let us, therefore,
“keep cool and lot bur hair grow,” for "your
dull ass will not mend its pace by cudgel
ing.” Occasional eruptions are necessary,
aud will occur, but they are the exceptions
and not the rule. Permanent good is the re
sult of calm and slow growth. AVhat grows
up rapidly “in a night,” is quite sure to dis
appear in as brief a period. “Time respects
nothing that itseli does not build.” There
fore let us “possess our souls in patience,”
and take all the comfort we can.
A gitation .

jzsf5- The Newburyport Herald, a Repub
lican paper, holds the following language in
relation to the Slave Trade :— ,
The whole of this ¿fiscussion will be confin
ed to the fire eaters, and it does not deserve
to go further.
Its advocates are mischiefmaking mad-caps, who care little about the
slave trade, but whoso ultimate object is dis
union and formation of a new confederacy.
This is well known, and wherever they move,
therefore, they will find the masses of the
people, who, north or south, hold to the un
ion as the ark of national safety, against
them. AVhen Sam Houston wanted to be elected Govenor of Texas, the other day, he
had only to say, “I am against these fanati
cal ilisunionists—1 am opposed to the slave
trade— I am for my country and my whole
country”— and though at the last election
they had rejected him by ft majority of ten
thousand votes, they now rallied about him
in grater force than ever before, bearing him
in triumph to the Governor’s seat, and again
throw open tho door of the Senate chamber
before him. So it would be in any slavo
stati— in Mississippi or South Carolina—if
the question was tried to day.
There is no
more fear of the legalization oftlm slave
trade by this generation or nation, than
of a second flood that shall swallow the
race.

For the Reporter.
HAUNTED HOUSES.------ by
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"Xteacher one day endeavoring to make a
vapil understand the nature and application
‘V a passive verb, said, “A passive verb is
iipressive of the nature of deceiving an ac^ ; as, Peter is beaten. Now, what did I
^eter do ? ” —‘•'Well, I don’t know/-’ answer-j
the boy, pausing a moment, with»the |
-rarest countenance possible, “without he \
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FR ID A Y, SEPTEMBER 80, 1859.

Ueredl»

At a Court of Probate, held at Porltand,
within and for the County of Cumberland, Millinery and Dress Making !
on the third Tuesday of September, in the
D. E. & m T e . BARKER
year of out Lord eighteen hundred and
fifty-nine.
Have just received a NEW STOCK of
ARAH SMITH, Executrix of the last Will
and Testament of M a r y S m i t h , late o f Bonnets, Hats, RibSots and Flowers
Bridgton, in said County, deceased, having
Also—A good assortment of
presented her account of Administration of
D R E S S
T R IM M IN G S ,
said Estate for Probate :• _
It was Ordered, That the said Executrix Embroideries, Gloves, Hosiery, &c.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing notice to be published three weeks suc Mourning Goods and Burial Shrouds,
cessively, in the Bridgton Reporter, printed
constantly on hand or made to order.
at Bridgton, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at said Portlaud, ou BONNETS BLEACHED AND PRESSED.
the third Tuesday of October next, at ten of
Rooms under Temperance Hall,
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause if
26
BRIDGTON, Me.
tf
any they have, why the same should not
be allowed.
F. D. H A N S O N ,
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
À true copy : Attest,
Dealer in all sorts of
47
AARON B. HOLDEN, Register.

Afternoon and Evening.
I New London girl at San Antonia, Tex!u, keeps a bowling saloon and offers her
This Consolidated Establishment is by far,
e t o roll with any amateur in the country, f the J argest CollecUoa of Living Wild' Ani5h*finds plenty who are willing to try their mala in0America, and includes the greatest
1ind with, her, and she pockets the change, novelty ever in any travelling Menagerie in
iiver as yet having been beaten. She states this country—
•¿atin six mohths she has cleared $2000.

THREE

BLACKSMITHING ! 1
C. BURNHAM would inform the people
jTA» of Bridgton and vicinity that be is pre
pared to do at bis Shop all varieties of black-:
smithing. He will give especial attention to
4

Take Them and Live.
NEGLECT TH E M

AND D IE .

Horse Slioeing,

Carriage and Sleigh Ironing,
F 0 R GINt ,

MACHINE

----- AND TO— —

STEEL W O R K ,
generally. All work in liis line promptly at
tended to.
Bridgton Center, Xov.12,1858
C
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ERRICK’ S SUGAR COATED P lb t>
AND KID STRENGTHENING PLAS
HTERS.—These
unsurpassed ’ remedies have,

by the common consent of mankind, been pla. ced at the head of all similar preparations.—
|llerrick s Vegetable Pills, in universal good
----- LATEST styles----ness, safety and certainty ia the cure Of the
At a Court of Probate* held at Portland,
' In Velvets, Brussels, Thrce-Plys, Tapestry, various diseases of man, excel all others, ahd
within and for the County of Cumberland, T E A , C O F F E E , M O L A S S E S , S U G A R .
their sale unquestionably is treble that of all
Ingrain,
Superfine
and
Stair
!
;
on the third Tuesday of Sepember, in the
other kinds. In full doses they are active Ca
M
R
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
in smaller doses Tonic, and cleans
H J I I BOIL G O J T if » thartic,
Theman who got the last word in dispu
LEOPARDS,
fifty-nine,
Bought and sold at all times on favorable
ing in all Bilious Complaints, Sick Head
all
widths.
tingwith a woman, has advertised to whis
terms.
.
—
ARY P. KATHRO, daughter of Polly
ache, Liver Diseases, Kidney Derangements,
H Y E N A S , &c
F. D. H anson also keeps on hand for sale STRAW MATTINGS, RUGS, MATS, &C. Stomach Disorders,and Skin Affections, they
tlefor a wager against a locomotive.
Dike, late ot Harrison, in said County,
a superior article of
Together with ä Grand Entertainmeut by
deceased, having presented her petition that
Gold Bordered Window Shades and Fixtures, cure as if by magic. These Pills are purely
When you receive a note from your ladye ;
Administration on the estate of said deceas
vegetable, can be taken at any time by old or
Drapery Materials of Damasks and Mus
L
a
*
2
a
W
2
2
3
9
lore and kiss it, (as of course, you are ex REYNOLD’ S GREAT TROUPE
ed, may be granted to
young, without change in employment or
lins,Feathers and Mattrasses, Bought
m
ade
from
selected
wheat,
ground
and
put
pected to do,) why is it like the nightmare ?
All at one price of Admission.
diet. Mercury is a good medicine when pro
at Reduced Rates and wijl be
GEORGE W. BARROWS, of Harrison.
up at the feaccarappa Mills.
perly used, but when compound in a Pill tor
-Because it is the ink-you-buss.
sold very Cheap f o r Cash,
It
was
Ordered,
That
the
said
Petitioner
Cash paid for Hides, Calf and Wool Skins,
For full Particulars, Time, &c., see Mam
universal use it destroys, instead of benefiting
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
EDWARD
H.
BUftGIN,
Bridgton
Center,
,
9
moth
Posters
and
small
bills
posted
in
every
the patient. Herrick's Sugar Coated Pills
BRIDGTON* TRICES CURRENT.
ing notice to be published three weeks, suc
conspicuous place in town.
j FREE STREET CARPET W AR E HOUSE have never been known toproduce sore mouth
cessively. in the Bridgton Reporter, printed
and
aching joints, as have some others.—
Tickets 25 cts, Children h a lf price.
at Bridgton, that they may appear at a Pro
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE RETORTEK.
Chambers No. 1 and 2 Free Street Block,
Therefore, persons in want of a family Pill,
bate Court to be held at said Portland,
EEPS
constantly
ou
hand
for
sale
a
good
O
ver
H.
J.
L
ibey
&
Co.’s,
pleasant
to take, certain to cure, and used by
FLINT PEASLEE, Agent.
on the third Tuesday of October next, at
assortment of
Round llogs, T to 8 \ Woolskins, 40 to $1
millions, will certainly look for no other—.1
PORTLAND, ME.
tf
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
show
SAhl’L
SKILLIN,
Trea.
Flour,
$7 to 7 00 I Beans, 1 33 to 1 50
'these Pills are covered with a coating 6i
cause, if any th»y have, why the same
pure white sugar, no taste of medicine about
Corn,
$1 10 Apples, bus, 25 to 75
should not be granted.
Large
Stock
of
them, but are as easily taken as bits of con
such as Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Molasses, Ap
.....................
* ‘ 2j
1 0 0 Apples,
bl, $1“ 50“to
Rye,
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
fectionary. FAMILY BOXES, 25 CENTS,
ples,
Potatoes,
Butter
and
Cheese,
45 Dried Apples, 5 to 8 j
Oats,
A true copy,—Attest,
5 BOXES, $1.
— also—
46
AARON B. HOLDEN, Register.
8 to 8 j
Beef, 5 00 to 6 00 Turkeys,
Herrick's Kid Strengthening Plaster.
8 to 10 Chickens,
s
to 1",
Pork,
O
H
A
Y
‘t
P
S
3
8 to 10 Wood, 1 50 to 2 00 The best assortment ot Dress uoods,
HUNT & JEWETT
Hams,
These renowned Plasters cure pains, weak
ISH to call public attention to their of different kinds—ill a word, most every
4 25
Shoulders,
7 to 8 Bark,
ness and distress in the back, sides & breast,
consisting of all Wool DeLaines,
thing for family consumption.
large stock of
in five hours. Indeed, so certain are they to
Baconchaps, 5 to 6 Northern Clover, 14
and the best Winter English
do this, that the Proprietor warrants them.
Batter,
18 to 20 Red Top, $1 to 1 25
[IP” Farmers’ Produce taken in exchange
A . & R . II. D A V IS ,
MARBLE,
Spread from resins, balsams and gums, on
Cheese,
8 to 12 Herds Grass, $3 25
Merinoes, Plaids, and
such as Monuments, Tablets, and Grave for Goods.
beautiful
Kid leather, renders them peculiar
30 to 37
just received a large and varied as
Purchasers will find if for their interest to
Eggs,
14 Potatoes,
Stones-also Soap Stone, and Chimney Pieces
n AVE
ly adapted to the wants of Females and oth
call.
sortment of Goods for
3Öto 35
Hay, $10 to 11 00 Wool,
and
all
other
work
in
tne
Marble
line.
They
ers. Each plaster will wear from one to four
DRESS GOODS!
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, 1858.
1
also offer to furnish to the “Trade” all kinds
months, and in rheumatic complaints,sprains
of Marble at reasonable rates as can be pur
Spring and Summer Wear.
and bruises, frequently effect cares, while all
DR. AVISTAR’ S BALSAM OF W IL D
May be found at
chased
elsewhere,
as
they
keep
constantly
on
other remedies failed. Full directions will
BOOKS, STATIONERY, &c.
CH E R R Y.
Comprising all the varieties of
hand a large stock.
be found on the back of each. Public speak
Ballou's Pictorial o f 2ith July says :—Re Lutlior Billings
S . M. H A Y D E N ,
All persons who wish to purchase any of
ers, vocalists, ministers of the Gospel and
the above articles will do well to give us a
alizing the true sense of responsibility at
others, will strengthen their lungs and im
Keeps constantly on hand for sale,
prove their voices by wearing them ou tho
taching to the editor of and publisher of a Every way suitable for the season. Such as call.
DAGUERREOTYPE LIKENESSES.
breast, PRICE 18 3-4 CENTS.
S S S S S , S S & S 2 3 3 3 3 S S
widely circulated journal, we should deem it
We
bare
the
exclusive
right
to
sell
WilBrown & Bleached Cottons,
D r. Castle's Magnolia Catarrh Stiuff
little less than a crime to recommend any
mot’s Improved Patent for inserting or at
Has obtained an enviable reputation in the
taching Daguerreotype Likenesses to Monu
medical compound the real virtue of which
of every kind. Best quality of
of Catarrh, Loss of Voice,Deafness, Wa
ments and Grave Stones.
SHAWLS, PARASOLS, GLOVES, cure
wecould not conscientiously indorse. The
tery and Infiammed Eyes, and those disa
They also furnish IRON FENCES.
balsamic compound has become a home
greeable
noises, resembling the whizzing of
N. B. R .K . H unt, senior member of the
Boots, Shoes, H o s i e r y , Fans,
LADIES K ID GLOVES,
—-ALSO-—
steam, distant waterfalls, etc., purely vege
fixture ; and all persons who suffer, and have
firm, will be in the several towns of this vi
tables comes with full directions, & delights
cinity as often as once in 2 or three months, DRUGS, PATENT MEDICINES,'
in vain attempted to cure their Coughs,
— AXD—
all that use i t ; as a sneezing snnffit cannot
and receive orders for work at prices that
H A IR D YE, AND PERFUMERY.
Colds, Bronchial or Pulmonary Complaints,
be equalled. BOXES 25 CENTS.
defy competition ! !
make use of this unequalled remedy.
All orders sent by mail will be promptly
Pure Wines and Liquors for Sacremental
IIARVEL’ S CONDITION POWDERS.
In
a
word,
every
conceivable
article
used
in
The following Certificate from a distin
attended to.
Medicinal and Mechanical purposes only.
These old established Powders, so well
making up
Also a large stock of
Corner o f Congress and Brown Street,
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, 1858.
1
guished gentleman is equally conclusive:
known atthe LoDg Island Race Course, N.
44
PORTLAND, ME
6m
Y., and sold in immense quantities through
From Rev. Henry Wood, formerly Editor
"Wo o l e n s ,
the Middle and Eastern States for the past
cf the Congregational Journal, Concord, N.
B IB B E R & W U1TTM ORF,
seven years,continue to excel all other kinds;
Including the latest Styles of
H., more recently American Consul at Bey
in diseases of Horses and Cattle their excel
Wholesale Dealers in
root, Syria, and now Chaplain in the Navy. Gentleman oan be accommodated with the
lence is acknowledged everywhere. They
Fancy
Doeskins,
DIXEY
STONE,
&
SON,
best of
contain nothing injurious, the animal can be
Concord, N. H., March 2.
worked while feeding them; ample direc
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.—Gentlemen :
Cassimeres,
AVE just received, opened, and now of
tions go with each package, and good horse
Two years ago, a sudden and violent attack
fer for sale a
General and Fancy Groceries,
men are invited to test" their virtues and
Broadcloths,
upon my Lungs confined me to my bed for
judge of than goodness.
several weeks, and when I recovered, I was
New and Nice Assortment
Fruits, &c., &c.,
Gents’ Summer Raglans LARGE PACKAGE, 25 CENTS.
somuch oppressed by difficulty in breathing, CHILDREN’S BOOTS AND SHOES
—op—
¡XT^The above articles are sold by 27,000
No. 176 Fore, foot o f Exchange Streett
that I was often unable to sleep or rest upon
All of which they will sell by Pattern, or agefits throughout the United States Cana
abed by night. The suffering was extreme,
W. A. Bibber, / ,,
—AND WITH—
PORTLAND,
ME
make
them
up
into
garments
of
the
most
ap
das anil South America, at wholesale by all
andjudging from the efficacy of the remedies
S. Whittemore, j *
proved style and .
large Druggists in the principal cities.
used, I supposed the disease incurable Be
HERRICK A BUG.,
ingpersuaded to try a bottle of Wistar's BalMount Pleasant House.
W A R R E N T T H E M TO F I T .
Practical Chemists Albany, N. Y.
iamof Wild Cherry, without confidence in
Sold
in.Bridgton
by
S.
M. Hayden.
Iy42
h
T he subscriber will keep the consisting in part, of
its efficacy, I found the difficulty almost en
A full and complete stock of
iSrrSw Mount Pleasant House open during
tirelyremoved before one bottle was used up.
IiW W l the month of SEPTEMBER for all Wnitc and Figured Brilliant«,
Sympathy with my fellow sufferers induces
Choice Family Groceries,
; ’j’grPa those who would like to
meto make this public statement, and re
iiobf* A’ Quilles,
In
the
tip
of
fashion.
It
is
useless,
perhaps,
commend the article to others similarly af
CLIMB THE STEEPS.
Poil lie Chores,
flicted.
With respect, your truly
Paints and Oils, Hardware,
to make a minute specification of what can Thankful for past favors, hoping and desir
HENRY WOOD.
Tanjore Lustres,
ing
a
continuance
of
public
patronage,
as
None genuine unless signed I. BUTTE on be had at my Store. I shall keep on hand
C R O C K E R Y ,
French Mohairs,
suring them that nothing shall be wanting
hewrapper.
to make the time pass pleasantly away.
Ducal
Plaids,
the
best
of
Prepared by Seth AV. Fowle & Co., Bos
CHARLES LEWIS.
Ginghams,
ton, and for sale by S. M. Hayden, Bridgton ;
Denmark, Aug. 29, 1859.
44
G E O C E E IE S ,
l D. Freeman, No. Rridgton; E. R. Staples,
Valencias,
Iron and Steel, Grindstones and Fix
So. Bridgton ; F. S. Chandler, Bethel; C. &
There is no necessity for
A\NJ GJiEiEiNj
Muslins,
tures.
O.H. Mason, Bethel Hill ; Silas Blake, Har
“
WAITiSG
F0II THE WAGON.”
rison; J. Hanson So. Windham; George
Lawns,
A. & R. II. DAVIS would say to their
W. Davis, Windham Hill; and by dealers F L O U R
former patrons and the public, that they Aill
A
N
D
F
I
S
H
,
as
you
can
have
one at my Stable, and
Tissues,
everywhere.
4w34
endeavor, so far as price and quality is con
Prints,
cerned, to make it for their interest to buy.
“
ALL
TAKE
A RIDE,”
B Y
E . O R A M ,
of all kinds, &c., &c. We have also a good To cash buyers, one word. After twelve
MARRIAGES.
CORKER M IDDLE AtiD LIME STS.,
assortment of
years experience, we have come to the con IF Y O U W IS H , I M M E D I A T E L Y !
clusion that the
-•
(Opposite the Post Office,)
la South Bridgton 31st ult., by Rev. Joseph
S H A W L S, PARASOLS,
Those who wish to ride fast, are informed
WOODEN
WARE,
Fessenden, Mr. Renselleer C. Leavitt to Miss
ly44
PORTLAND, ME.
Short Sixpence is better than the that 1 have a few Horses that can go their
Mitts, Gloves, and Hosiery „
ABnetle E. Barker, both of Naples.
MILE INSIDE OF THREE MINUTES.
Long Shilling,
In Milan, N H., Sept. 14th, by Elder Eli N A I L S , A N D W I N D O W G L A S S ,
FANS AND F A N C Y G O O D S !
jah Griffiia, Mr. Robert A. Burnham of
whereupon, govern yourselves accordingly. For those who desire to go at a more moderate
in general.
South Bridgton, to Miss Nancy G. Longley of
pace, J have Horses that can be
Don't forget.
Lamp OiH Fluid & Camplrone,
South Waterford.
29
tf
A.
&
R.
H.
DAVIS.
T I S fE D TO A N Y JOG.
A E E E Y & BILEIlSraS
Woolens and Summer Slvffs,
My Horses and Carriages will be found in
Have come to the conclusion to RETAIL
DEATHS
we have a large stock.
The London Times has the audacity to BABY LIONS
9v“the best tllumbed hook in the public
Also, a great variety of
library of Boston is— What ? That sacred
qlume which is, somewhat irreverently,
L I O N S ,
jnown in the land of its birth as the Snob’s j
Bible—we mean the British Peerage.’4
. TIGERS,

!

English and American Carpetings

fi& U C S S IE S .
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Fam ily Groceries, Change of Programme.
SPRING & SUMM ER

NEW FALL GOODS !

w

Ladies Dress Goods

¿3?<at8<sg) ©cDtsi&g,,
Jewelry, and Cutlery,

Skeleton

m

Skirts,

m

F A N C Y GOODS.

NEW

m

Sens, ll). %. ©oobs,
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BOOTS!
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Ready-Made Clothing,

CR O C K E R Y ,

Ladies-Attention !

p s i B is * <nm © Uii.j

In this town, llth instant, Fred B. young
est son of George and Louisa Hall, aged 3
months.
Iknew that a Friend had stood that day,
With folded hands by that form of clay ;
I know that its Mother burning tears had hid
Neath the drooping lash and aching lid,
AndI knew that her lip, and cheek and brow,
Are almost as white as the baby’s now. >
In North Bridgton, Sept. 15, Mr. Richard
Kittson, aged 75 years and 6 months.

Leads, Varnish, Japan & Spirits.
N E A T S

F O O T

BOYS’
D A Y Si

GUNS.

M A R T I N ’S

G E R M A N

O I L

B L A C K IN G ,

Ladies’ Boots and Shoes,

BOOTS & SHOES,

Domestics of all kinds,

C O L O G N E !

. Ü M fM :
InSweeden, 21st ult., Henry Walter, young
Manufacturer of
est son of James I. and Mary J. Sawyer, agd In a word, everything within the circle of real
A. BENTON would an
9months amPG days.
or imaginary wants of things purchasable.
nounce to his former custom
This lovely bud so young and fair,
y.
ers and the citizens of Bridg
Bridgton Center, Sept. 25, 1859.
Called hence by early dawn,
ton generally, that he has
JOB
PLAINING
AND
SAWING
Came but to show how sweet a flower
_
recommenced making CUS
done at call.
In Paradise would bloom.
Fire 1 F ire!! Fire !!!
TOM WORK, awd ia now ready to attend to
B R ID G T O N C E N TE R .
1
rF»HE following is an exhibit of the stand- all orders in the line of
JL ing of the Belknap County M. F. I. Co.
BOOT AND SHOEMAKING,
For Sale or to Let.
HE House that was occupied by the late on the first day of October, 1858.
F . A. B0 YJ > ,
for either men, women or children.
Archibald Thompson, Esq., together with
Farmers’ Class.—No. of Policies 2430
KP* Work respectfully solicited. _xrT\
F
A
I
N
T
E
R , G L A Z IE R , P A P E R -H A N G 
Amount of property at risk, $1,727,361 00
seven acres of land. Inquire of
Bridgton Center, Sept it, T859.
3m43
E R , A N D G R A IN E R .
REUBEN BALL.
Premium notes in force, $77,932 46.
LOST !
Bridgton, Sept. 30, 1859.
47
Orders in his line of business are respectful
General Class.—No. of Policies 1270 ;
N Saturday evening, Sept. 10, between
ly solicited.
Amount of property at risk, $1,026,403 00
Roby
Thompson’s
House in Harriscfi,
Lamps! Lam ps!
Premium notes in force, $119,283 24.
Shop in the Post Office Building,
and
the
House
of
the
subscriber
in
this
town!
EROSENE Lamps of all sizes and quali
The Company is conducted on the most
18
ties, and Kerosene Oil for the same, for economical principles, and is as sound and a Wallet containing about.336 dollars, and Bridgton Center, March It), 1859.
a bill of Boots and Shoes, &c. The finder
sale by L.BILLINGS.
47
reliable as any insurance Company in New will be well rewarded by leaving the same
ENOCH KNIGHT,
England.
at this office or with.
EXECUTOR’ S NOTICE.
Applications received by
S.
C.
PROCTOR.
A
T
T
O R N E Y A T LA W,
HE subscriber hereby gives public notice
W. H. POWERS, Agent.
Bridgton, Sept. 12, 1859.
45*
to all concerned, that he has been duly
Bridgton. luly 15, 1859.
9nl36*
BRIDGTON; ME.
«pointed and taken upon himself the trust
E. H. RAND,
tf Executor of the last will and testament of
Office—Over N. Cleaves’s Store.
— DEALER IX—

MITCHEL’ S PATENT

Custom Work.

Metalic Tip Boots and Shoes
for the towns of Bridgton, Harrison. Naples
Waterford, Sweden, Lovell and Fryeburg
and will be happy to furnish those in want of
anything in his line.
Orders filled with as much dispatch as the
nature of the business will admit.
JAMES WEBB
No. Bridgton, l}bv. 10,1858.
tf

Doors, Scisi) & filini

T

H. PACKARD,
NO. 61 EXCHANGE STREET,

PORTLAND, ME..

O

Offers for sale MIJELLAXEOUS and

K
T

D A V ID

H A L E,

E.

T.

STUART,

rite of Bridgton, in the County of Cnmber¡»nd, deceased, by giving bond as the law
directs ; he therefore requests all persons "T) ESPECTFULLY calls the attention of
are indebted to the said deceased's es- _LV the public to his choice stock of
kte to make immediate payment ; and those
»bohave any demands thereon to exhibit Broadcloths, Cassimcrcs, Fancy
'¿esame for settlement to
NATHANIEL PEASE
Doeskins, and Vestings,
Jhidgton, Sept. 20, 1859.
47 I
which he is prepared to- manufacture ia a
ADMINISTRATRIX’ S NOTICE.
I style and manner calculated to comparefaHEsubscriber hereby gives public notice j vorably with the best Also on hand a choice
to all concerned, that she has been duly ' assortment of
minted and taken upon ..................
herself the trust f u b n i s h i n g
g o o d s .
- Administratrix of the estate of
Customers
wishing
a
good
article
of Cloth
CALVIN RUSSELL,
ing made
of Harrison, in the County of Cumber-..-,,
— ® to®fit in the
® newest and best
. .style,
- I
id, deceased, by giving bond as the law ( will find this place a desirable one to leave
•
’tets; she therefore requests all persons their orders.
oare indebted to the said deceased’s estomake immediate payment; and those READY MADE CLOTHING
! ohave any demands thereon, to exhibit
A»so for sale at STUART’S.
samefor settlement to
Terms, Positively Cash.
„
BULDAH S. BUSSELL,
Bridgton
Center«trizon, Sept 6 ,1?59
46«

T

¡s&asss m sm rsm s,

at their Manufactory in this Village, at the
and can be had for journgys, or for pleasureWe too have on hand a new stock of
following prices, viz :—
THE" subscriber hereby gives
excursions at short notice, and at rea
notice that he continues to
Ladies’ Kid and Serge Congress Boots. $1,05
sonable rates for cash. Now is the
manufacture
Boots
&
Shoes
Ladies’ “
“
“
Heel, 1 to 1,25 all of which we will sell
time to, ride, as the
of every description, at his
Ladies’ Kid Peg Buskins,
85
old stand at North Bridgton, GLORIES OF AUTUMN ARE AT HAND.
Ladies’ Goat Peg Boots,
, 1,00 Clieap c
i
j
sUsual.
where may be found a general assortment of
Ladies’ Slippers, from
5(J to 1,00
DIXEY STONE & SON.
Childrens’ Boots, from
17 to 50
Bridgton, May 17, 1859.
BOOTS, SHOES AND RUB8EKS
SADDLE HORSES,
Misses’ Boots from
50 to 1,00
He also has the right, and manufactures
P. S. “Don't forget, to call.”
28
Bridgton, July 8, 1859.
tf35

8ÔNNE7S, RIBBONS, FLOV/EBS,

School

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES
ly

No 115t Russell’s Block, Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

2tf

SHELETON SKIRTS f

T

HIRTY HOOFS ju-t received at
35_____________________ BILLINGS’

V U A T C H SPRING SKELETON SKIRTS

VV FOR ONE DOLLAR, at BILLINGS.
rp o w E L S .
JL els, at
ORK.

P

29

Royal Turkish Bathing TowBILL1NGS’

New England packed clear Pork,
at BILLING8.’

C at BILLING S.

BILLINGS’.

Ambrotype and Photograph

R O O M S ,
96 Middle Street,----- PORTLAND.
42

T. R. Burnham.

35

August 12.1859.

tflO

G H . B R O WN,

FIfiSIlIIi, ttMUS, fit.
J O B B IN G
attended to with promptness and dispatch.
H7“ Please give us a call. _J~n
3hop next door to Adams & Walker’s Store.

BURNHAM BROTHERS,
DAGUERREOTYPE,

CENTER.

Ii. A. CLEAVES.

Manufacturer, wholesale and retail dealer in’

B R ID G T O N CENTER.

1

of all descriptions

LOOKINtr GLASSES, MATTEESSES,
PICTURE FRAMES, FEATHERS,

CHAMBER

.SH AW BR O TH ER S,
C

o m

m

i s s i o n

m e r

c h a n t s

—And Dealers in—

WEST INDIA GOODS,
G R O C ER IES

& P RO VIS IO N S,

C o mme r c i a l

BUSINESS CARDS,

ENTS FRENCH CALF BOOT!“, jnst

‘ GJT received at

—AND DEALER IN—
H I D E S , L E A T H E R A N D O IL ,
Xo. 56 Elm, and 18and 20 Friend Street's'.
BOSTON.

BRIDGTON

44

Manufacturers of

HORACE BILLINGS,

J. U. P. Burnham,

ONGRESS H E EL GAITETS !

AND QUESTION BOOKS.

J. F. & J. D, WOODBUKY,

Ulillment ft .Janen 6noi)s, (iommissiou illcnljant,

All at a VERY LOW PRIC e Y o R CASH

Books,

—ALSO—

It is a well known fact that
H O U S E . « AC K R I D I N G
is one of the best things in the world for both
pulmonary and liver complaints. I have
Horses and fixings to match, adapted for
this sanitary as well as pleasurable exercise,
with which to accommodate those wbo would
“Witch the world with noble horsemanship.'’
PL E A S U RE P A R T IE S
.
Furnished with Double Teams, and careful
Drivers.
' .’ .
STABLE N EAR THE POST. O FFICE

at this office in an expeditios
] PRINTED
. aad'satisfactoryafaner S H NG¥FS A Shaw,

Wh a r f ,

PORTLAND, ME.

6ir.36

C E Shaw

SETTS.

E ttension, Center and Card Tables.
BEDSTEADS, of the latest and most im

proved style, with Spring Bottoms.
ALSO, READY-MADE COFFINS.

PICTURE FRAMES MADE TO ORDER. f
L O O K IN G - G L A S S E S

R E P A IR E D

NORTH BRIDGTON, ME.

»'

ARGE LOT OF FINE CANDY, AT

p

32

PEARSONS

SELECTED MISCELLANY.
I W A IT FOR T H E E .

The hearth is swept—the fire is bright,,
The kettle sings for tea ;
The cloth is spread, the lamp is light,
The muffins smoke in napkins white,
And now I wait for thee.

P Hj Oj T Oj Gj Rj A\ P

D A V IS, BAXTER, & CO.,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
American

WM,

NO. 11, M A RK ET SQUARE,

P. H A ST IN G S,
Manufacturer of

SERiPIlINES,

MELOPIIINES,

At No. 89, Ptderal St., Portland, Me.
Combs, Buttons, Brushes, Suspenders, Where may be found an assortment of in
strumenta of every style and variety, finished
Come home, love, come : his deep fond eye
Threads, Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, frc., fyc. in elegant Rosewood Cases, with all the best
Look round him wistfully.
And when the whispering winds go by,
Win. ü. Davis,
P. Baxter
J. H. Baxter. modern improvements, which for power,
sweetness, evenness and brilliancy of tone, elas
As if thy welcome steps were nigh,
N B Wanted as above, One Million COW ticity of action, beauty and durability of
He crows cxultingly.
an d ’ o x HORNS.
6m33
workmanship, are unsurpassed by any other
I vain lie finds the welcome vain,
ma nufacturer.
And turns his glance on mino,
These Instruments are all manufactured
ROBERT I. ROBISON,
Bo earnestly, that yet again,
from the best of materials, and fully warrant
His form unto my heart I strain,
M A N U F A C T U R E R A N D D E A L E R IN
ed. Satisfaction will be given in all cases.
That glace Is so like thine
R E E Ii O R G AN « M A D E TO ORDER,
Thy task is done—we miss thee here ;
Where'er thy footsteps roam,
No heart can spend such kindly cheer,
No beating heart, no listening ear,
Like those who wait thee home.

Ah, now along the crisp walk fast
That well-known step doth come ;
The bolt is drawn, the gate is passed,
The hoy is wild with joy at last—
A thousand welcomes home
MRS. SK INFLINT E X C IT E D .

Dealers in

SPERM, m il, ill LAIR III, F

W IT H 4, 0 AND 8 STOPS.

L O Vf F O R
C A S H .
No 17, Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, M E .

N. B.

ir s t

P r e m

iu m

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

m

W
.
X a O
O
O
D
S ,
BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT
OF
-------- A N D — SILKS, in all Styles, such as
BAYADERE,
FIGURED,
PLAID,
C H O IC E F A M I L Y G R O C E R IE S
STRIPED AND PLAIN.
Foreign & Domestic Fruits,
R O B E S O F J i V E lt Y K I N D .
— Also, more of those—
CHOICE CIGARS AND TOBACCO,
D E S I R A B L E B L A C K S I L K S,
IMPORTED ALES, &c.
Warranted superior to any in the market

A

am. cm i i PRflvisioss.

P O R T L A N D D ISTILL E R Y.
N . E . R um , Alcohol 4* Burning Fluid,

W . C. OSBORNE,
D IS T IL L E R AND MANUFACTURER,

All orders lor the above to be forwarded to
A. P. OSBORNE, Agent,

M .

JL .

It O W A It D ~ &

C O.

M A N U F A C T U R E R S A N D D E A L E R S IN

— AND—

s .

e w

M

s ,

S T R AW BONNETS, RIBBONS, F L O W 
ERS, L A D IE S CAPS, & H E A D DRESSES.
E M B R O ID E R Y , GLOVES, HOSIERY A c.

KF“ All at the lowest prices.
100 Middle St., Portland, Me.
Opposite Casco Bank.
2 tf

J O H N E. D O W ,
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker.
•

Also Agent for the

.ETNA L IF E INS. CO., of Hartford, Conn.

F O IL ,

AC

and F am p licn c,

P ORTLAN D, M E .

20tf

m

w

R M ii§ £

i

Capital and Surplus, $208,000.

J. & D . M IL L E R ,
CO M M ISSIO N M E R C H A N T S ,

Floury Oats, Shorts & Feed,

N . J . M IL L E R , J R .
U . W . M IL L E R .

General Commission Merchants,
AND

nEALERS

IN

F L O T J n , C O R N
O A T S, SHOUTS

,

AND F E E D ,

No. 87 Commercial St., Head Portland Pi si,
PORTLAND, M E.
ALLEN © A V IS .

6m33

RO BER T B R A D L E Y ,

CENTER & MOULTON,
W HOLESALE

Grocers & Provision Dealers,
No. 81 Commercial Street,
(Head Custom House Wharf.)
I. H.

CENTER,
G. M. M O U LT O N .

)

P O R T L AN D ,

i

’

M E.

and Surplus, $342,000.

FILES & E M E R Y ,

KENSINGTON F I R E
AND M AR IN E
INS. CO., of Philadelphia, Penn. Cap

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

HjAlISij BAPS’,, AND FDR’ S,,
ital und Surplus, $300,000
These companies are all first class stock of
170 M ID D L E S T ., P O R T L AN D , ME
fices, and insure_ good risks at as low a rate
FURS I
FUR3 I
FURS I
as any companies of equal standing in New
England.
The best assortment of Foreign and Do
Office Canal Bank Building, Portland, Me. mestic Furs ever offered in this market. This
Dec. 31, 1858. Iy.
First door east side is entirely a new house, and thus avoiding
the risk of getting old Furs. All of our Fur
Goods are fresh made and selected from the
besthouses in New York
B. M. C. Files,
F. C. Emery. 2 ly
TOBACCO

Boston Co. Card Matches,
R E F IN E D

GrTJUVI,

Paper

Box

M a n u fa c to r y ,

144 M ID D L E ST. POR TLAN D , M E .

Boxes, o f all kinds
manufactured at short notice,
dressed to

D

E

N

T

I S

T

R

Y

All orders ad-

French & American Soft Hats.

M IP S ®

BRIDGTO N, M E.

N E W DRESS GO ODS!

Horse Blankets

W E ST H B I Â GOODS

The m ost curious thing in
woman who is not curious.

tho world is n

E M B R O I D E R * ,
154 & 156 Middle, Corner of Cross Street,
FORTLAND.

33

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.,
L O W E L L , MASS.

Frlcc $1 per Bottle ; Six Bottle

A yer’s Cherry Pcctor
has won for itself such a renown for I
of every variety of Throat and Lu
plaint, that it is entirely uni
to recount the evidence of itsl_-r^ ^
ver it has been employed. As it fa* (*■
been in constant use throughout Ais«*
we nepd not do more than assure
its quality is kept up to the best iltRtbeen, and that it may be relied onio^'
their relief all it has ever been
do.

A yer’s Cathartic Pills*
F O R T H E CURE OK

a

P ft 0 V S i O N

REALER,

0 7 " A ll
Pnblislior.
publicatioi
name of th
T e r .v s.
V a NCE; o
the year.
T erms oi
lines, one
$1:00 ; 3 nv
year $6:00;
$30:00 ; ou
JO B PR

cheapness
Fi

-

Costireness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, h>¿‘N
Dysentary. F oul Stomach, Eyrsipds*ift
ache, Files, Rheumatism, Eru]itioms»*9
Diseases, Liver Complaint, Br°Pt)l ^
Tumors and Salt Rheum, II'arms,
Neuralgia, as a Dinner Fill, and ft* *
tying the Blood.
They nrc sugar coated, so that the t
sensitive can take them pleasantly
are the best aperient in the world for *"
purposes of a family physic,
l ’ricc 26 cents per Ilox ; 5 Boxes f11!*
Great numbers of Clergymen, PIj*r
Statesmen and eminent ’ personalt
lent their names to certify the ui'P»*
usefulness of these remedies, but ooMf
here will not permit the inacrtioiKdw*
The Agents below name*! furnish**P*®
AMERICAN A 1.MAN AC in whirl) W
given ; with a Lo tul I >1. - t Ipt imi- "f the»*
complaints, and the treatment that*1'
be followed for their euro
Do not be put off by unpilncipled •J
with other preparations they make *
profit on. Demand AYER'S, and t*‘*
others. The sick want tho best aid
for them, and they should have it.
.
D R . J. U. AYER)
AVER. A «O. , LOU i l l »
All our remedies aro
RI HUO.VS, F L O W E R S , A c.
Also, Ready Mode Mourning Bonnets and 19 Com mereiai Street, head o f Long Wharf, 'Toinh Tables, Table Tips, Chimney Pieces, Hold by 8. M Hayden, Bridgton . J.Pff
man No. Bridgton ; 8. Blake, Hurri*0®’
Counters, Soria Pumps, Shelves, Hearth
lla ir Work.
_________ PORTLAND, ME.
1
llu w k e s , K W in d h a m , W hitney AW®
Stones, Soap Stones, fyc., ffc.
Bonnets Bleached, Pressed and Repaired.
r n i n g f l u i d a n d Ca m f h k n r All of the best materials, and for Stylo and Raymond ; Emory Edes, Eden Fall*!...
I Orders promptly attended to.
B uby
Davis, Windham ; J- <VH. H. Boody.
the Barrel or Gallon, for sale bv
Execution, unsurpassed.
NO. 3, UNDER U. S. H O T E L ,
Windham W. F. l’hillips, (wholesale'
WILSON A BURGESS,
All Orders Ex cm ted Promptly, at the Lowes land.
G3 Commerci.! 1 s t . Por lumi
Po r t l a n d , m e .
7 iy i
Possible Gash Prices *

AMERICAN HOUSE,

------- A N D --------

AYER’S SARS.UMRILH,

BED BLAN K ETS

A

cast from us by telling unpleasant truths.

FRESH lot of DresB Goods, j ast retr
ed at BILLINGS’ .

M M I B II M i.

P a ris Stage N o tic e.

FASHIONABLE MILLENERY

SURGEOA

Office, over Nathan Cleaves Store.
Residence opposite Reuben Ball’s Ston

A

£

CI1

at Bridgton, will contiune once A compound remedy in which we havehh
in three months through the ed to produce the most effectual alternali!
is a concentratela
year, commencing with the second MONDAY that
I
, can
. «be made.
a ' It jn
f .. ?
in
W .m W ADrnl,
in IDecember,
March, .Tnno
June nn.l
ami SpnlrniWr
September. I tr* ct ° f ,Para Sarsaparilla, 80 combined
Thanking the citizens of Bridgton and vi other substances of still greater alten
cinity for their liberal patronage heretofore, PmYaLpnA« *
antidote:
he respectfully solicits an increase of the
?
same, and assures all who may need the ser- , dj >
f *.
1 le<^ 18
vices of his profession, that it will be for
their interest, in every respect to call upon! and that one which will accomplish their«
must prove of immense service to this
him before going elsewhere.
Dr. II. will, when requested, visit patients I class of our afflicted fellow-citizens,
completely this compound will do it has |
at their residence without extra charge, but, proven
by experiment on many of the
all who wish such visits, or intend to employ] cases to be found of the following compltt
him, are particularly requested to make it j Scrofula, and Scrofulous Complaints,f
known at an early hour.
2tf
tiont and Eruptive diseases, Ulcers,
pics, Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rheum,
Head, Syphilis and Syphilitic Affei
Mercurial Disease, Dropsey, Neara
THE subscriber would inform his Tic Dolorettx Debility, Dyspepsia
friends and the public that lie is ]g'tt*ou, Erysip, eUis, Rose o f St. A
ready to entertain, at the above
ant? .Dideed the whole class
House, travellers in a good and ■P ^ ,a.ts arising from Imi-l rity o f th*
substantial manner, and for a rea^ 1S compound will be 1ound a grat
sonabie compensation.
The Pondicherry moter of health when taken in the
House is kept on strictly temperance prlnciti\e
hunior8_which lester
pies, and travellers will find it a quiet resting! kl°°d at that season of the year,
place. My House is also fitted up for board- ] timely expulsion of them many ra:
ing, and all who see fit to take board with I
i® the bud. Ml
can by the aid of this remedy, spar
me, will fiud a comfortable home.
selves
from
the
endurance
of foul
¡¿p“ 1 have also, good ¿tabling for Horses.
and ulcerous sores through which
MARSHAL BACON.
will strive to rid itself of corrupt
Bridgton Center, Nov. 19, 1858.
2 tf
assisted to do this through the na
neis of the body by an alterative
ADAM S & W ALKER,
Cíense out the vitiated blood
Manufacturers, Wholesaled Retail dealers in find its impurities bursting through the¿
in pimples eruptions or sores;
when you find it is obstructed atA
in the veins ; cleanse it whenever k is I
and your feelings will tell yon whoa. Er.
of all descriptions.
where no particular disorder is felt,
LOOKING GLASSES, F E A T H E R BE D S, enjoy better hculth,aud live longer Í
ing the blood. Keep the blood
M attresses, Carpetings and
all is well ; but with this pabulum cfli
ordered, there can be no lasting
Sooner or later something must go
and the great machinery of life is <
A L S O , D E A L E R S IN
or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves
Z D X T. Y
G O O D S ,
reputation, of accomplishing these
CROCKERY,- GLASS W IRE, GROCERIES the world has been egregiously i
preparations of It, partly because!
alone has not all the virtue that is
West India Goods, &c.
for it, but more because many pre]
pretending to be concentrated extr
P A IN T S AN I) O IL .
contain but little of the virtue of
R. A D A M S,
BRIDGTON CENTER. rilla, or anything else.
B. WALKER,
During the into years the public!
misled*by large bottles, pretending to|
RU FU S GIBBS,
quart of Extract of Sarsaparilla tor
lar. Most of these have been fraud
Manufacturer and Dealer in all kinds of the sick, for they not only contain lil
any, Sarsaparilla, put often no curatii
perties whatever. Hence bitter and I
ful disappointment has followed the
the various extracts of Sarsaparilla
------AND-----flood the market, until the name itself I
ly despised, and has become synonymo
w 1 A R H I 1
imposition
and cheat. Still we call tb
i
pound Sarsaparilla, and intend to sup
SUCH AS
a remedy as shall rescue the name
13, 11 Sc 10-4 Extra Superfine WITNEY loads
of obloquy which rests upon!
BLANKETS ;
we think we have ground for belief
12, 11 & 10-4 Extra Witney BLANKETS ;
virtues which arc irresistible by the (
1 2 , 1 1 A- 10.4 Witney
“
run of the diseases it is intended to<
12, 11, 10 Sc 0-4 Swiss Blankets.
order to secure their complete ei
the system the reffiedy should
CRIB AND BERTH BLANK 171S. from
ciously taken according to to direct
4.4 S H A K E R AND DO M E T FL AN N E L S.
the bottle.
i -rei -aued by

FRENCH & AMERICAN FLO W ERS

G ray hairs, like honest friends, aro often

&.

J. H KIM BALL, M D?
n iY S IC IA N AN D

.

Straw Goods, lJomict Gibbons,

the reputation of despising it.

¿3

Harnesses, Carriage Trimmings, Halters, t
cingles, Bridles, llorse Blankets, Whips,4
constantly on hand and for sale.
Bridgton Center, Nor. 12, 1859.
*!j’

DK. HASKELL’S visits

G R O C E R L E S.

praise, but

l ’ UBLl

ts & a s a a a

Pumps, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, all kinds of
CHARLES H, JEW ELL,
dowry ?
&r , &c , on the most favorable terms at
Tin, Copper, Sheet Iron.
will be promptly attended to.
“Out at interest are they ! Who gets tho
195 F E D E R A L S T ., 5 DOORS ABOVE
2 ly
CIIAS. H. JEWELL.
interest ? It does not come into this house. J O B W O R K D O N E T O O R D E R .
E LM HOUSE, P O R T L AN D .
John L. Howard,
Edw. B. Howard,
If I ask for a gingham apron, you whine
32
B. PEARSON.
J. W. BLANCHARD,
.
Franklin A. Howard.
about poverty ; if I mention a new silk—
No. 35 Exchange Street, Portland. 1 tf
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
W ILSON & BURGESS,
I’ve worn my faded one two years—you have
Wholesale dealers in
MOSES U. DOW,
€0.,
a spasmodic collapse in your pocket. Your
PAINTS,
OILS, VARNISHES, LATEST Styles SILK DRESS HATS,
fingers arc all scarred, sir, where the tightly
AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
of all kinds,
pinched eagles on the half dollar pinched
A N D D E A L E R S IN
B L A C K D R A B A N D P E A R L CASHY M K I i ® !® M e iL ® m
White Lead, French. Zinc, Putty,
M E R E H A T S,
you. You squeese a new cent, sir, until you
CORN, MEAL, OATS, SHORTS, h., &c Japan, Window
Also, dealer in
Glass, Pure French
FUR, PLUSH, CLOTH & G L A Z E D CAPS,
could hear the Indian yell a mile.
V E R D IG R IS IN O IL,
3Dry Goods,
“Did you call me a liar, Mr. Skinflint ?—
Pure Ground Rock Salt,
Youth's and Children's Fancy Hals and Caps,
H. W O O D & C O.’S C O L O R S ,
To be called a liar by a brute of a husband And all kinds o f C O U N T R Y P R O D U C E ,
W E S T I N D I A G O O D S.
F O X BLOCK, 75 M ID D L E S T R E E T ,
in my own room ! This is intolerable—yes, Orders & Consignments Solicited. B U R N IN G F L U ID , C A M P H E N E , .jc.
PORTLAND,
ME.
3
ly
Together with a full assortment of
sir, abominable ! I’ll send for my brother N os. 5<j - 7 L o n g W harf, Bethel B u ild'g
M. G. PALM ER & CO.
and have him pinch you.-.
F A I N
T S ,
MOSES G. DOW,
A. C. TUTTLE.
of every description
JO B B E R S OF
of every description.
Also, a large and
“Don’t call me excited, sir it’s enough to
PORTLAND, M E .
1 ly
carefully selected stock of
All kinds of COUNTRY PRODUCE wan
arouse any unprotected female! you think
ted in exchange for Goods.
Drugs, Medicines, D y e Stuffs, and
because the law makes me your property,
CHAULES E. JOSE,
CHAS. E . G IB B S , Agent.
PATENT
MEDICINES
that I am to be kicked about as you please.
Importer of
Bridgton, Dec. 10, 1858.
tf5
SILKS,
SATINS,
B
L
O
N
D
E
,
R
U
C
H
E
,
of
all
kinds
;
which
they
offer
as
low
as
But I will not suffer it, sir, I will resort to
they
can
be
procured
in
New
York
or
Boston.
the Indian legislature ; I’ll have a divorce;
F R A M E S , AND CROW NS,
* * * Dealers will find it to their advantage
the children will cling to their much abused
14 4 M I D D L E S T R E E T ,
to
call
before
purchasing
elsewhere.
And dealer in
STAGE leaves Bridgton Center, from
Moses G. Palmer,
1
ma; I’ll---------C3 COMMERCIAL STREET,*
the Bridgton House, Daily, at 7J o’clock,
John E. Palmer,
> PORTLAN D. M E .
P A P E R H AN G IN G S,
At this juncture Mr. S. put on his hat and
M., passing through North Bridgton, Har
Near the Grand Trunk Depot, and opposite
Randolph C. Thomas, J
2 ly A.
rison, and Norway, connecting at South
the Cape Elizabeth Ferryway.
left the house: while Mrs. S. quieted the un- Solar Lamps, Britannia W are, ¿j-c.,
Paris
with the Cars for Portia ml, which ar
17
PORTLAND, Mo.
tf
J OHN W . P E R K I N S , & t o . ,
treanad cause of all this disturbance by a
rive in Portland at 2 o’clock. P. M. Return156 & 1G0 Fore, foot of Exchange Street,
W H O L E S A L E D E A L E R S IN
ng, leaves South Paris on arrival thereat of
resort to the usual remedy.
33
P O R TLAN D , M E .
6m
the I j o’clock P. M. train from Portland, and
arrives
in Bridgton at 7 o'clock, P. M.
M O O T S , QDÜ
Corner of Fore and Lime Streets,
The above Stage runs to Fryburg, Mon
Tii.VNSCENDA.AiSM. ‘You know, madam, that
J. W. M ANSFIELD,
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays
Returns
v& su B asaas.
P O R T L AN D , M E .
you cannot make a purse out of a sow’s car.’
Wholesale and Retail
Tuedays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
‘Oh, sir, pleaso fan mo. I have intima
Down
tickets
to
be
had
of
the
Driver;
up
CAM PHENE AND FLUID,
GEO. II. BA R R E L L ,
Saddle, Harness, Trunk, Valise,
tickets for Harrison, Bridgton and Fryburg,
tions of a swoon. When you use that odious
N
o.
105
Commercial
Street,
P R O P RIE T O R .
sold at the Grand Trunk Depot, Portland,
— AND—
spoeimen-of vulgarity again, cloths it in re •
ltf
J. W. FOWLER, Driver.
PO R TLAN D , ME.
ly]
fined phraseology !
You should say,‘it is CARPET RAG MANUFACTORY,
MIES. A . HAM LIN'S
SAWYER & W ISWELL,
impossible to fabricate a pecuniary recepta
CIL A S . R . M I L i T k EN
NEW MILLINERY STORE,
No. 174 Middle St., opposite U. S. Hotel,*
DRIDGTON, MAINE.
cle from the auricular organ of tho softer
— WHOLESALE—
Where
may
be
found
a
good
assortment
of
tf
PORTLAND, M E .
33
Manufacturers and dealers in
sex of the genus I log.’
R E A D Y M A D E M IL L IN E R Y ,
P L A I N A N D O UN A M R N T A L
GEORGE F. AYER,
Consisting of
T here arc thousands who covot not on’ y
Deale* in
m i a m
v ,
French Hats, Cap3, Head Dreiscs

&

E. E. W I L D E R ^

Pondicherry House-

M E.

DAVIS & BR AD LEY,

field, Ms., Capital and Surplus, $250,000.
Capital aud Surplus, $254,000

PORTLAN D,

32 6 m.

CONW AY F IR E INS. CO., of Conway, Ms.
CHARTER OAK F IR E AND M A R IN E
INS. CO., of Hartford, Conn. Capital

0 7 “ All kinds of JOB W O R K done at
short notice.
N. B. Country Produce taken in exchange.
Bridgton Center.

NOS. 148 A 150 M ID D L E ST .,

B. Greenough,
I. K. Morse,
PORTLAND, M E .
A. L. Gilkey,
Particular attention is invited to our Stock
of Goods, It being by far the largest and most
in the n.oA-nt
complete in
market, nomn-rllino.
comprising nvm-v
every vnva
riety of Style, made of the best materials,
and in a superior manner.
2 ly

13 HUN’

13. CLEAVES & SON,

Pum ps , Sheet Lead, Z inc, Tin W are,
and other things too numerous to mention.

BVROtf GREEN0UGH, & CO.,

ill

Rooms nearly opposite L. Hillings’ StorBridgton Center, Juno 10, 1859.
till

Where may be found a good assortment of

F IR E F R A M E S , CAULDRON K E TT L E S,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

H AM PDEN F IR E INS. CO., of Spring-

S P R U C E

I N --------

M

FANCY SILKS,
of all desirable styles.

PURE

C O O K I N G S T O V E S , ¿fc.,
--------A L SO — D E A L E R S

m

ÜL&GiKs
S U I S ,
warranted to wear well.

FRUIT, C I G A R S ,

Furnaces, Ranges, Office, Parlor

BONNETS B L E A C H E D AND PRESSp

Commercial Street, Head of Portland Pier.

i i M

Millinery Work
Done at reasonable prices.

And Dealers in

Foreign, & Domestic Dry Goods,

DRESS TRIM M IN GS, fco.

Pure Wines and Liquors, for Medicinal and
Cast Iron Parlor Stoves,
Mechanical purposes only.
open and close front.
S T A N D A R D FAM 1L Y M E D IC IN E S , etc.
A IR T IG H T , PARLOR OVEN AND BOX
Always at lowest market Prices.
Junction o f Free and Middle Street.

Iy32

Ir . H A L L ,
Dealer in

BONNETS, HATS, RIBBONS,

"YUOU can do double the work with one half
JL the wood, and will last twice as long,
P A IN T S , O ILS, V A R N IS H E S ,
making it worth four times as much as any
Artists' Materials, Apothecaries' Glass Ware, other Stove and does not cost any more.—
This Stove is kept constantly on hand by
Swedish Leeches, Cigars,

Manufactured from the best Stock.
Also, Agent for the Star Brewery, for
P AL E AND A M B E R ALES.

Millinery business,

Drugs, Medicines, & Chemicals,

a \NjQ)

GRISTVOLp

such as the newest styles of

Wholesale dealers in

G O LD

E.

she is now prepared to ffirnisli her cuton
with any article that appertains to

II. II. HAY &C0.

Fluid

L.

AVING taken a New Store ou the Bin
ahd having made additions to her ^

Stock of (Boohs,

M . F . KING.

Fur Goods, Hats, Caps, Gloves,

¿s. s . ssnssjs a ,
F a n c y Dry Goods,

J .

2tf

(M M lF E C T iM V ,

No. 10 Market Square, Porland, Me.

HTAVB.

I?®

B urn in g

A . P\ O S B O R N E ,

m

i l i

Alike on Canvass, Paper, Glass (called Ambrotype) Metal or Leather, in as good man
ner and at as low prices as any other estab
lishment in tho city.
03?“ Small pictures can be copied and en
larged to any desirable size.
S A T IS F A C T IO N W A R R A N T E D .

M IN E R A L T E E T H ,

1 ly

A NEW STYLE 0E O B GLOVES,

gance.
“You haven’t got money? its a lie, Mr.
Skinflint! Where are the five thousand dol
lars my generous father gavo you as my

2 ly

Our Instruments took tho

at the State Fair of ,57 and '58.

“Aro you aware, Mr. Skiuflint, that you
rocked on the baby’s fingers ? Have you the
audacity, you insolent brute, to call my child
an squalling brute, because she is crying ?
I’ll let you know, sir. that I am not to be in
aiAicjKi m v e t s »
sulted by such epithets, for an insult to my
Some very Rich.
babe is an insult to its mother ! you don’t
Cashmere, Loat? & Square Shawls,
deserve to have any children Mr. Skinflint;
M A NT I L L A S H A W L S .
you should have died, an old, withered, drawn
E M B R O ID E R IE S , in every vnriely.
up, miserly bachelor. You are not worthy
of such an affectionate wife !”
“Me angry, Mr. Skinflint ? Me angry? I VERY DESIRABLE—to which the atttention of Ladies is particularly invited.
never was calmer in my life; its you who’
OP“ All Goods at the VER Y LOWEST
are excited, and yet you sit there as unmov PRICES !
ed as though the poor, darling baby was net
A . D . HAL L . ,
runing her lungs by her agnozing screams.
42 Middle Street, Portland.
“You will leave the house will you, if I
don’t Lush ? You are afraid to-leave it, sir;
CULLEN- C. CHAPMAN,
if a friend should meet you and anquire af
— D E A L E R IN —
ter your wife and angel baby, whom you
Lad just designated as a brat, you would
not dare to look him in the face.
NO. 33 COMMERCIAL S T R E E T ,
“Did you say d------------- n the child, Mr(H E A D O F F R A N K L IN W H A R F ,)
Skinflint? Oh. you brute ! you ill defined
PORTLAND, M E .
3 ly
scmblenco of humauity ! I’ll tell my par
ents how their graudehild has been irnperi
ously cursed'by an inhuman father. They
will sec, sir, whether I amsto be treated
in this outragous manucr. I’ll have a di
T R IM M IN G S, & C.
vorce to-morrow.
13 Clapp's Block, PORTLAND, ME |[171y
“ You would be happy to gratify me, would
you? Then, sir, I’ll not sue for- ouo, just W IL L IA M A- PEARCE, P lum ber,.
M A K E R OF
out of spite. I’ll live with you till your dy
FORCE PUMPS, AND W A T E R CLOSETS,
ing day 1
No. 124, Exchange Street, Portland,' Sty;.
“Did you say, Bir, you Lope it will come
Warm, Cold, and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls,
soon ? It shall not come soon ! I’ll live to
Brass, and Silver Fluted Cocks.
Every description of W a t e r F ix t u r e for
see you buried, aud I’ll plant a burning
Dwelling Houses, Hotels, and Public Build
bush over her grave. I’ll build a brick pyr ings,
Ships, etc., arranged and set up in the
amid over you, sir, so you cannot come up at best manner, and all orders in town or coun
the resurrection. I never want to see your try faithfully executed. All kinds of jobbing
promptly attended to.
4 ly
face again!
A R IIS T S SUPPLY STORE.
“Our poor dear iufant is actually suffer
No. 69 Exchange Sit set, Portland, Me.,'
ing for a tooth ring, but you won’t buy it ;
you carry a five cent peice in your pocket un
R . J. D . L A R R A B E E
til the Goddess of Liberty looks like a skele
Wholesale and Retail dealer in
ton. The other day you refused Johnny a FRENCH, E N G LISH AND AM ERICAN
ENGR AVING S, PICTURE F R AM E S,
cent with which to buy a slate pencil. ‘Let
LOOKING GLASSES, A C. G IL T
him borrow one,” says you.
Perhaps you
AND ROSEW OOD F R AM E S,
wouldn’t object to his stealing one. It is of of all sizes, botii oval and square, always on
no importance to you, if the cent is only sav hand, and made to order. Directions and
materials for the Grecian Painting, with 3 ened. Mr. Skiuflint, you aro the meanest man gravingsjurnished for $5,00. All patterns o
alivo! you would f r y out mosquitoes’ eyes to GILT AND ROSEW OO D MOULDINGS,
furnish oil for your lamps. Tou found four Also, New and Standard Sheet M U S IC .Iy2
oyster shells in the slop bucket, and came in
to my room awakening the blessed baby
with your eternal complaints about extrava

.

H

IN USE IS THE

Opposite City Ilall, Portland, Me.,
Is prepared to furnish all the known styles of

AND M ELOD EO NS,

PORTLAND, ME.-

MRS.

The Best Cook Stove

Sj !i \l

: ::

The subscriber having fitted up convenient
Rooms, at
„ ^

Manufactures,

3 Free Street Block,

Hj

p h o t o g r a p h s

For the sale of

Come home, love, come ; thy task is done ;
The clock ticks listeningly ;
The blinds are shut, the curtain down,
The arm chair to the fireside drawn,
The boy is on my knee.

Millinery Establishment,

ADVERTISEMENTS. PORTLAND ADVERTISEMENTS. PORTLAND ADVERTISEMENTS. BRIDGTON ADVERTISEM ENTS.
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